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Abstract

Polarisation d,ata has often been the grøueyard, of faslti,onable tlt'eories. If theori'sts

l¿a,d, th,eir way they mi,ght weII ban such rneasurements altogetlt'er out of self-protecti,on

J. D. Bjorken, Proc. Adv. Research Workshop on QCD Hard Hadronic Processes,

St. Croix, Virgin Islands (1987)'

This thesis is about the theoretical interpretation of the EMC Spin Effect' EMC

measured the polarised proton structure function 9{r) and found Ïi a" yt(r) :

0.726 + 0.010 + 0.015. In the naive parton model the flavour singiet contribution Aq¡

to this quantity determines the fraction of the proton's helicity which is carried by its

quarks. EMC found Lqs:0.120 + 0.094 + 0'138, consistent with zero!

We focus on the parton model and the role of the axial anomaly in polarised

deep inelastic scattering. We argue that the factorisation of mass singularities is

not sufficient to define the parton model in spin dependent QCD. (It is certainly a

necessary condition.) We need an extra locality condition to properly define the parton

distributions. We show that the spin dependent gluon distribution Ag(ø) is not relevant

to the EMC data on gt(r). The EMC Spin Effect can be understood as a violation of

Zweig's Rule, which is catalysed by the strong U(1) axial anomaly in QCD. The anomaly

means that Aqs has nothing to do with quark spin after all. Finally, we consider the

polarised photon structure function gl(*) and derive an exact sum-rule for the first

moment of g!(r) for real photons. There is no rigorous sum-rule for g{r) for hadronic

targets.
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1. Introduction

1.1 The Deep Inelastic Scattering Experiment

Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) experiments provide perhaps our cleanest window

on hadron structure at large momentum transfer squared Q2. Indeed, the experiments

at SLAC in the 1960's showed that hadrons behave as a collection of (almost) free

fermionic parton constituents when they are probed at large Q2. This remarkable

observation'ü/as recently celebrated when ihe 1990 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded

to the experimenters Friedman, Kendall and Taylor [1]. It gave rise to the original

parton ideas of Feynman [2,3] and Bjorken and Paschos [4,5].

DIS experiments involve a fixed hadronic target and a high energy (typically

100GeV) lepton beam. The beam consists of either electrons (at SLAC) or muons

or, neutrinos (at CERN and Fermiiab). The total inciusive cross section is measurêd.

This is shown in Fig. 1. Here, Çp denotes the momentum transfer to the target hadron,

which has momentum pr.

The hadronic form factors which appear in the differential cross-section will (in

general) be functions of the two scalar variables Q2 arrd u : p.q. However, let us increase

Q2 and, p.q ai the same rate so that the Bjorken variable * : ffi remains fixed. Then,

for Q2 > 2GeYz , the form factors behave as (structure) functions of the single variable

:x. (In reality, there is a slow variation of the structure functions with tnQ2.) This

scaling property was anticipated by Bjorke" [4]. It reveals a local interaction between

the photon and charged elementary partons (quarks) inside the proton. It is the same

effect as in Rutherford's a particle scattering experiments which revealed the nucleus

inside the atom 16] - only at a much deeper level inside the nuclear "onion".

Further DIS experiments were done with (anti-)neutrino beams at BEBC (the Big

European Bubble Chamber) at CERN. This time, parity odd structure functions could
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be measured and r,¡/e were able to isolate the quark-antiquark sea inside the proton. For

a review, see [7].

Our understanding of nuclear structure was then boosted by the discovery of Gross

and Wilczek [8,9] (see also Georgi and Politzer [10])) that the approximate scaling

observed in DIS is a prediction of any gauge theory based on the groups Stl(¡f). These

theories exhibit the property of asymptotic freedom, whereby the quark - gluon (gauge

boson) coupling vanishes logarithmically at large Q2 (* -). Hence, one sees the

(almost) non-interacting partons of Feynman and Bjorken. Considerations of hadron

spectroscopy soon lead one to a theory based on the colour gauge group SU(3). This

theory is called Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). For QCD to be correct it must also

explain the absence of any coloured states in nature. This is the yet unsolved problem

of confi.nement. I refer the reader to the work of Wilson [11] and Gribov [12] for a

discussion of confinement (and also some optimism that the problem is solvable within

QCD!).

More recently, the experimenters have gone beyond the initial DIS measurements

with a nucleon target and unpolarised beams. In particular, the EMC (European Muon

Collaboration), and its successors the NMC and SMC (N:New and S:Spin) at CERN

have found some remarkable and unpredicted results. Firstly, they consiclered a nuclear

(A> 1) target and found that the structure functions per nucleon in a nucleus are

modified compared to those obtained with a nucleon target. This result is known as the

EMC Nuclear Effect and was announced in 1933 [13]. The theoretical interpretation

of the EMC Nuclear Effect is still a subject of much debate and a plethora of models

have been invented to fi.t the data (for a review see [1a]). In 1987, EMC announced

perhaps it most surprising result. Using a polarised muon beam and a polarised proton

target, they measured the polarised structure function 91(r) [15]. In the oid parton

model of Feynman, the first moment of g{r) determines the fraction of the proton's
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helicity which is carried by its quarks. Hence, there was great surprise in the high

energy physics community when this "spin content" came out to be zero! This second

EMC measurement is known as the EMC Spin Effect. It is the starting point for our

story in this thesis.

1.2 Plan of the Thesis

However, before we carr understand ihe EMC results it will be necessary to first

review some of the kinematics and formalism of DIS. This is the subject of chapter 2, in

which we describe the EMC g{æ) experiment. Chapter 3 reviews the QCD description

of DIS in terms of the operator product expansion (OPE) and the renormalisation group.

A more detailed treatment of this subject is to be found in the excellent reviews by Buras

[16] and the textbooks of Muta [17] and Yndurain [18]. This formal description of DIS

leads us to the QCD Improved Parton Model (IPM), which is based on the factorisation

of mass singularities (chapter 4). The IPM has application to a whole host of large

momentum hadronic interactions (see eg. the reviews [19, 20]).

Efremov and Teryaev [21] and Altarelli and Ross [22] have considered gt(r) in the

context of the IPX4. They proposed the idea that one can reconcile the EMC Spin

Effect with the quark model expectation by invoking a large polarised gluon component

Lg - 5 in the proton at the scale of the experiment. Ãt 82 - 10GeV2, 5 units of

the proton's spin j might reside in gluon helicity! Alternatively, Brodsky et al. [23]

have speculated that the strange quark sea may carry a significant negative polarisation

As : -0.19 in the spin j proton. We examine both of these ideas in chapters 4 and 5.

Chapter 4 concentrates on the spin dependent gluon distribution A.g(r). We examine

the gluon contribution to g{r) in a variety of factorisation schemes l24l and find that

it contributes to g{x) only at very small z - essentially outside the measured data [25,

26]. (The calculations presented here strengthen the conclusions of ref. [27].)
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In Chapter 5 we discuss the axial anomaly in QCD and its consequences for polarised

DIS. The anomaly means that g1(ø) does not measure quark spin after all. Rather, it

catalyses the violation of OZI (Zweig's Rule) that was measured by EMC ,28, 291.

Furthermore, the anomaly implies that factorisation per se is not sufÊcient to define the

IPM. We need an extra locality condition to completely define the gluon distributions

consistent with gauge invariance [30].

Chapter 6 details the polarised photon structure function gI@). The polarised

photon is an ideai physical system in which to discuss the axial anomaly in polarised

DIS. For a real photon target we derive an exact sum-rule for gl(r) [31].

In Chapter 7 we summarise our conclusions.

Let us now begin our story.
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Figure 1. Deep Inelastic Scattering. Here, we choose to work in the LAB frame

where the proton target (mass M) has momentum pþ : (M;0r,0) and polarisation SP.

The incident muon (mass rn) carries momentum kp : (E;Ë) and polarisation s/. It

is scattered through an angle d so that the scattered muon emerges with momentum

le't' : @' ;Ë). The exchanged photon carries momentum qP : (k - k')'. We measure

the total inciusive cross section so that ihe final state hadrons X are not separated.

R,

k,s 0

x

þ,5

t2



2. Deep Inelastic Scattering

2.7 Kinematics

In this section we consider DIS with a muon beam and proton target. The

generalisation to a neutrino beam is straightforward; it is found in [32]'

Muon nucleon scattering is described at leading order in electromagnetic interactions

by the one photon exchange diagram of Figure 1. Here, we choose to work in the

LAB frame where the proton target (mass M) has momentum pþ : (M;0r,0) and

polarisation ,Sp. The incident muon (mass rn) carries momentum kþ : (E;k-) and

polarisation sp. It is scattered through an angle d so that the scattered muon emerges

with momentum lc't' - @' ;Ë).The exchanged photon carries momentum qp : (k-k')þ.

The scattering is then characterised by the two invariants Q' : -q2 arrd u : P.Q

(u : m(E - E') in the LAB frame). The Bjorken variable r is defined by the ratio

r : #. \Me are interested in the inclusive hadronic cross sectioïr. so that the final state

hadrons X are not separated. (\Me sum over all accessible hadronic flnal states and

scattered muon spins.)

The final state hadrons have invariant mass squared (centre of mass energy squared)

w2 : (p + a)2 : M2 + A'(+) > M' (1)

by energy momentum conservation. This clearly constrains 0 ( r < 1' (The case r ( 0

corresponds to the process p -- .y* X .) When r : 7 we have elastic scattering W2 : M2 .

The differential cross section for the one photon exchange process (figure 1) is given

by

#h:#'"t"*" (2)

Here, o is the fine structure constan\ L¡rv and W¡r, describe the muon and hadronic

vertices respectively. Since the muon is pointlike 'vl/e can write an exact expression for
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Lp,v, viz.

and

L t, : DW "Ut, ")(l t) ouua( k', r' )] W "(k', "' )('y,) 
"au 

a( k, 
" 

)]

,l
(3)

krlc', + k'rk, - gt r(lc.k' - *'r) ! ie¡rrpoq\ so

Here,e¡123:f1.

The hadronic tensor Wþ' is determined by symmetry arguments. Since the proton

is not elementary rvr/e cannot write down an exact expression fot Wþ', in contrast to

the situation where we scatter from a lepton target. We choose to write W¡r, as a sum

of symmetric and antisymmetric contributions; viz. 
.W¡,, - Wf, + iWþ. Then the

cross-section receives finite contributions from Lb'Wl, añ, LIWþ where Ls* and Lf,

are symmetric and antisymmetric contributions to L¡r, respectively. (The contraction

of terms with mixed symmetry (S and A) vanishes). The structure of W¡r, is fixed by

covariance, even parity and current conservatton (qPWr, : 0). It reads

wl,: fir-n* +ff)rl-,,q\ + fi@, -e$ø,){n, -'#nòFz(*,Q2)

w þA, 
: r+Y er@, qz ¡ - # s2@, e2)

(4)

(5)

Current conservation at the muon vertex (qrLP' : 0) implies that the terms in W¡r,

which are proportional to g, or Q, do not contribute to the cross section, equ.(2). Hence,

we would be justified to ignore these terms.

The form factors contain all of the target dependent information. In unpolarised

scattering, where v/e average over the target polarisation, the antisymmetric part of

W¡r, vanishes and we measure the two form factors Ft(*,Q2) ar,d Fz(r,Q2). The two

form factors g1(r, Q2) arrd 9z@,qz¡ contribute to the cross section in the product of

WrA, and the antisymmetric part of Lrr. They can only be measured with a polarised
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nucleon target and a polarised muoïr (or electron) beam. If the target were pointlike

("g. . muon) then the scattering is elastic and the structure functions become triÌial.

For an elementary fermion target we find Fz(*) : 16(r - 1) and 9{r): ó(r - 1).

Deep inelastic scattering occurs when bolh Q2 > M2 and W2 > M2 ' That is, we

are out of the resonance region where W2 rnay coincide with the mass squared of one

of the excited nucleon resonances. We are free to choose the z axis in our LAB frame

so that qP : (q0;0r,q3). Since -q2 : Q' *. may write

qþ : (qo;or,qo 1+g)
qõ

(6)

whereby 8+: h@o *qs) : finite and q- : fi@o - qs) --+ oo in the deep inelastic

(Bjorken) limit. The Bjorken variable becomes q+: -p+ï.

In the kinematic region of DIS the structure functions behave as functions of r alone.

The Q2 depend.ence becomes almost trivial and is observed only as a slow logarithmic

variation - InQ2. This scaling property inspired Feynman to deduce the parton model

of the nucleon.

Feynman supposed that the nucleon can be viewed as a box of long lived elementary

partons. The partons are described by distributions so that q1(() determines the

probability of finding a parton (quark) with momentum fraction p! : {p+ which

is polarised in the same d,irection as the proton polarisation. Similarly, nJi6) is the

p-¡ distribution of quarks polarised in the opposite direction to the proton; 41(() and

qJ(€) denote the corresponding antiquark distributions. In the parton model, muons

scatter elastically from the pointlike partons at large momentum transfer. Hence,

p\ : -q.+ : (p1 and we identify ( as the Bjorken variable. The total hadronic cross

section is the incoherent sum of elastic muon-parton scatterings.
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Thus, one can write down parton model expressions for the structure functions

Fz(") :2rFt(r) : *Ð.r2(q +qXr) (7)
q

and

e{r) : l>,.r2 L,q(*1 (8)
q

Here, q(r) : (qÎ + qJXr) and q(r) : (qî + qiX") are the unpolarised quark and anti-

quark distributions respectively;

Lq(*): (qÎ +qlxr) - (qi +4ix') (e)

is the polarised quark distribution. Ignoring a small contribution from heavy charm c

Quarks in the proton v¡e sum over the light quark flavours up u, down d and strange s;

en denotes the quark charges. It follows that 91 (r) measures the fraction of the proton's

spin that is carried by its quarks in this simple parton model. The structure function

gz(r) does not have a simple interpretation in the parton model [33, 34]. (It is sensitive

to the transverse momentum of the partons [35, 36].) In DIS experiments with (anti-

)neutrinos there is also a parity odd term in Wpr. The new structure functions Fe(t)

and 93(r) are described by the ualence quark distributions qy(z) : (q - Ç)(ø) and

Lqv("): (sî - qîX") - (qt - qIXr) (10)

respectively. These valence distributions measure the effect of subtracting out the

Dirac sea of quark and anti-quark excitations in the proton. We now turn the EMC

measurement of g{r).
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2.2 The EMC Spin Effect

Let us consider a muon beam with definite polarisation and initial energy .Ð, which

scatters from a polarised proton target in a DIS experimeni. The scattered muon will

have fi,nal state energy E' and we choose the LAB frame (p' -- (M;0r,0))' We let fJ

denote the longitudinal beam polarisation and f|.[J. denote (longitudinal) polarisation of

the target proton. Then the differential cross sections are

0
( 11)

rnQ4 2

and

## -##:##[ru* E'.o"0) gt(*,q\ -z,M s2@,a2\1 ¡2\"l \ /

Equ.(11) is twice the unpolarised cross section (which is defined by averaging over initial

target polarisations). The ratio of the two cross sections defines the asymmetry

d" ollÌ _ d" oIUA(,,e\:m (13)

dadtr -r dadl

The EMC (European Muon Collaboration) measured A(r, Q2) ft r between 0.01

and 0.7, and, Q2 between 1.5 GeV2 and 70 GeV2 [15, 37, 38, 39]. The mean Q2 for lhe

experiment was 10.7 GeV2. The muon beam \Ã/as a secondary beam with the primary

protons taken from the CERN SpS. Muon beam energies of 100 GeV, 120 GeV and

200 GeV were used in the experiment. The target consisted of two sections polarised in

opposite directions. Each rrvas exposed simultaneously to the beam to reduce systematic

errors. The beam poiarisation was calculated as (82 +6)% and the target polarisation

was typically 75-80To. With a beam energy of 100 GeV the contribution of n@) to

the asymmetry is suppressed with respe ct to g{n) by the kinematic factor # - 0.0t.

Hence, it is lost among the errors and can be ignored. (The way to measure g2(n) is

dzo l(l . dzo 1$
!-:

dQdE' ' dçldÐ'
8a2 E)'

2sirrz Ft(*, Q\ + V 
"o"' f, rrf., A'>)
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with a proton target polarised at right angles to the beam. In this case there is no

large kinematic suppression factor with respect to 91(r) [33, 39].) When the data on

A(*,Q2) was combined with measurements of the unpolarised structure functions EMC

determined gr("). The EMC data on 9{r) is shown in Fig. 2, along with earlier data

from SLAC [40]. Here, the small ø extrapolation was made (following Regge theory

[a1]) as 9{r) - :x-0'r2 as r --+ 0. No significant deviation from scaling $¡as observed in

the data.

The parton model expression for g1(r) (equ.(S)) may be written as

e{æ): ionr(,) * *ons(r) + å^no(")
(14)

when we substitute in the values of the quark charges (viz. eo : *3, e¿ : -{ and

",: -å). Here, Aqs(f) : Au(r) - A.d(r),, Aqr(") : /¡u(æ)+ Ld,(r) - 2¡s(r) and

Aqo(r) : A,u(r) + Ld,(n) t As(r). In the parton model Lq: Ii a. Lq(") measures

the fraction of the proton's polarisation that is carried by quarks and antiquarks with

flavour q. Hence, Aqo : Au * Ld + As is the quark spin contribution to the proton's

spin.

As I explain in the next chapter, the first moments of Aq¡(r) and Aqs(r) can be

deduced from the low energy neutron and hyperon beta decays respectively. One finds

Aqr : L,u - L,d, : 7.254+ 0.006 and Aqs : L.u + Ad- 2L,s :0.688 + 0.035 [42]. Hence,

Aqs can be extracted from the g1(r) data.

Strange quarks are found to play a very small role in unpolarised DIS. It is tempting

to think that the same result may hold in the polarised case too. This view was taken by

Ellis and Jaffe [43] who supposed that As : 0 and predicted ï] a. 9{r): 0.200+0.005

corresponding to Aqo : 0.69 + 0.03. (The rest of the proton's spin would be carried by

quark and gluon orbital angular momentum and gluonic Sr.) This prediction is known

as the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule.
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The surprise of the EMC experiment was that the sum rule is badly broken. After

the small r extrapolation EMC found

1

I dr s{r) : 0.126 t 0.010(si at.) I0.015(sysú.) ( 15)

0

which is two standard deviations from the Ellis-Jaffe prediction. It corresponds to

Aqo : 0.120 i 0.094(sf at.) I0.13S(sysú.) (16)

ie. compatible with zerc 144]! For each flavour) or¡.e finds Au : 0.78, L^d,: -0.47 and

As : -0.19. Close and Roberts [a5] have suggested that one should be careful about

adopting the Regge extrapolation for r as large as - 0.02 and that (perhaps) this might

explain some of the discrepancy. After all, the error bars on gy(x) are quite large at

small r. The convergence of the first mome"r l:*d,r g{r) as a function of r* is shown

in Fig. 3. The large errors in the low r data points do not have a significant impact

on the integral. (Remember that Fig. 2 is a logarithmic plot in r so that the errors

are not as large as might appear at a casual glance. This point has been emphasised

in ref. [a6].) For this reason, we shall accept the EMC result as valid. The new SMC

experiment at CERN [47] will measure the low ø data points with greater precision and

we look forward to seeing their results.

The EMC result (if it is true) poses problems for our understanding of proton

structure. Indeed, the eightfold way patterns of Gell-Mann and Ne'eman which so

beautifully described hadron spectroscopy assume that the (constituent) quarks' ,5,

add up to the proton's Sr. If. ihe EMC spin data had been available in the 1960's we

might have abandoned the quark model altogether! The EMC spin measurement has

sometimes been called the proton "spin crisis" [40].

Before 'vr¡e can hope to understand Aqo in QCD we first need to familiarise ourselves
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with the formal theory of DIS: the operator product expansion and renormalisation

group. This is the subject of the next chapter.
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3. A Formal Description of DIS

3.1 Light Cone Dominance

The general expression for the hadronic tensor W¡r, (eqts. (a) and (5)) is given by

w¡,,: j{2")nlltp+q-px)t.p,syp(o)l x ><xlj,(o)lp,s > (17)

X

Here, j t @) is the electromagnetic current operator and we sum over all accessible frnal

hadronic states lX >. Translational invariance means that the choice of origin in jr(0)

is arbitrary. The energy momentum conserving delta function can be absorbed into the

proton matrix elements; we take out the complete set set of hadronic states and obtain

w¡,v : L^ 
I d4z eiq'" < p, slJt(z)J,(o)lp, s >"

: * I ou, eia'' . p,SllJ¡,(z),/,(o)l lp,S )"
( 18)

where the second. step follows from energy momentum conservation. The extra term

in the commutator corresponds to an unphysical ó(p - q + p¡) term (or Wz < M').

Hence, it d.oes not contribute. We are only interested in the connected matrix element

where the photon interacts with the target (and not the vacuum). This is indicated by

the subscript . on the proton matrix elements.

The hadronic tensor W¡r, is equal to the absorptive part of the forward Compton

scattering amplitude T¡r, where

\Me have

ITr,(q,p) : T,p(-q,P) -- ¿ d4z eiq'" < p, slr1 rQ)i,(o))lp, s t (19)

W,r, : l/{lt" T*
'If (20)

11
lTr,(øo * ie) - Tr,(qo - i.)l (e : o+)

n2i

The Riemann Lebesgue Theorem tells us that the integral in the the definition
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of. W¡tv aîd Tttu receives a finite contribution only when there is small oscillation in

the exponential (viz. q.z - I). We choose a frame where gþ : (øo;0r, q3) so that

e+ : h@o * qs) : finite and. g- : fi@o - qs) --+ oo in the Bjorken limit' The

d.ominant (finite) contribution to T¡r, lhet comes from

q.z : q+z- * Q-z+ - zT.qT - 7 (21)

or z- - -L and z+ - L -- 0 (qr:0 inourframeof reference). Since q¡- -p¡r rt'

follows lhal z- need not be small, particularly at small r. A further constraint follows

from the causality condition

UrQ),-?,(O)l :0 with z2 < 0 (22)

We get a non-zero contribution to the hadronic cross section only when

,î-+-,î>o-q- (23)2
z2 :22+z- - "$ N--

q-q+

or when ,T - 0. Thus, z2 - 0 in the Bjorken limit and deep inelastic scattering is said

to probe QCD physics "on the light cone".

3.2 The Operator Product Expansion

The product of two currenîs jr(z) and jr(O) has to be treated carefully in a

renormalised quantum fi.eld theory. Indeed, the operator product may become singular

when either zt, + 0 or z2 --+ 0. This singular behaviour is treated systematically when

one uses the Wilson operator product expansions [48]. There is a weii defined expansion

of the current operator product in each of the short distance and light cone limits. The

light cone expansion (henceforth denoted OPE) is relevant to deep inelastic scattering.
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On the iight cone it may be shown that the product of two electromagnetic currents

is equal to an infinite sum over gauge invariant, Iocal, composite renormalised operators

- each of which is multiplied by a coefficient function of. 22, which may be singular is

al, z2 :0. The idea is that we probe the quark and gluonic structure of the proton at

large Q2 and receive contributions from the proton matrix elements of all the quark and

gluonic operators with the right quantum numbers. The light cone expansion has the

form

ru rQ)j,(o)l : ,f,(",0) + irt Q,o) (24)

where the symmetric part is given by

rf,(z,o):

(-sr,o' + apaò:: ;^ Ë lc;r{r' - iezs,s)s?u'"'u'(o)rr,' zo - ?,ezo 
-n:¿,erer¿ x

- (gt xgro72 - 9¡rt}rïo - gro1p}t I gprïxïo)
oo

t \c;z{r' - iezo,, g)ol^"r'"'þ'(0)2r,...2r.
n:0reuen i

z l"n

(25)

and the anti-symmetric part is given by

rrar(z,o):

oÀ1- e¡tv)'d" .¡ , _.1 t LE|,LQ2 - iezs,g)Ri,i""'''(0)zr,...zr^t z' - ?'ez\ n:-O*rnT

- (erpxr\r}P - rrp^o\r7o - rrrxo7z)
oo

t I n;z{"2 - iezs, ùni,à','"#' (0)z r,...z r^
n:\,oild, i

(26)

Here, g?ut"'ø'(O), Ri,î""'''(O) and Ri,f;"""''"(0) denote the local operators; the Ci

and Ei are the singuiar Wilson coefficients. The sum over n is determined by the

crossing syrnmetry of. T¡r, (equ.(19)). Only even n operators contribute to rsrrQ,0).

The anti-symmetric tenn rþ(2,0) receives contributions only from operators with an

odd number of indices. The sum over i runs over quark and gluonic operators, which we
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vtz

label as f'and V respectively. It comesfromthe sumover quark charges h jr(z)j"(0),

The strengih of the singularity in the coefficient functions is determined by power

counting arguments. The renormalised current operators i r(r) have canonical dimension

+3. We let d,op(r) denote the dimension of an operat or Op(n) on the right hand

side of the operator product expansion which is accompanied by t factors of zr.

Dimensional consistency requires that the corresponding Wilson coefficient behaves as

- (zz¡(-a+d'o'p(n)-n)12 for z2 ---+ 0. The strongest singularityoccurs when r: dop(n)-n

is a minimum. We call z lhe twist of the operator and r¿ is its spin. DIS is dominated

by the operators with lowest twist (:2) itt the OPE.

The lowest dimension operators that can appear in the symmetric part of the OPE

,fr(r,O) are the quark operator (S wrDrq) and the gluonic operator (^9 Tr Gþoc"r).

Here, G¡r, is the gluon field tensor, "5" denotes symmetrisation over /-¿ and z, and

DÞ - 0þ -ligA|úo is the gauge covariant derivative where tø are the group generators

of SU(3) colour. For the gluonic operator, we take the trace over SU(3) colour in order

to preserve gauge invariance. These operators have canonical dimension four and are

accompanied by two factors of. z, in the OPE. They are twist two. The other twist

two operators which contribute to rfr(2,0) are constructed by adding an arbitrary even

number of gauge covariant derivatives. For each accompanying (dimension f 1) gauge

t"? : å^'+ frr'+
7 E,n
5\/ 5"

(27)

where Ào are the Gell-Mann matrices normalised so that Tr \o \b : 26ob . The quark

operators may be flavour non-singlet (carrying a À3 or )8) or flavour singlet (carrying

u, À0). The gluonic operators are all fl.avour singlet.
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covariant derivative there is an extra factor of. zr. we fi.nd (n : even) [9]

\ø
Offa"'u"(g) : i"-I S 41P'Dt', ...rr"î, (a : 3,8,0)

(28)

Olr"'u"çg): in-zS |r, Gr'"ntr2...Dun-lG trn

Here, ) ut" the generators of SU(N) flavour; ,9 denotes symmetrisation over þtrt'..,þn.

These operators have the proton matrix elements

1 P, slO? ut "'u" 
çg) lP, r > ": af,'n pP' . . .pP" (2e)

The fl.avour singlet (a : 0) quark operator and the gluonic operator mix under

renormalisation

The lowest dimension operator which can contribute to ,rar(r,0) is the axial vector

current (Wrltrò. It has dimension three and is accompanied by one factor of.'zr; ít is

also twist two. There is no spin-one, gauge invariant, local gluonic operator which could

contribute to rrar(2,O) with dimension less than five. This operator (Tr G,BD¡rQu?) has

twist four. The twist two operators which contribute to rrar(2,0) are all of -R1 variety

and odd spin. They are (n: even) [49]

\4

R!"!'"'r'" r0) : i".9 mo -ysDP' ...D'" înI¡T \ / 
L

Rl",rl' ''"(o) - in-rs !ro.,P''r, GprD"

(a : 3,8,0)

lQn-tÇ Fn

(30)

pt'*l (31)

These J?1 operators have proton matrix elements

< p, slïî"rut"'u'(0)lp, s )": bl'"*'ls"p"...pt'^ + ft110" 
ttr! - sop/")p|z

In equs.(30) ancl (31) S denotes symmetrisation over ø' Frt...¡þn
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The -Rz operators start at twist three. They are (n : odd) [a9]

Rlt;n...u^(0) : in+r S' q7^y,n'Dr, ...Dr*+q (a : 0, ...,8)

R0r\u'"'u'(0) : i"s' Tr""|lTt 
GBrDut...ptt-g À

(32)

which have proton matrix elements

< p, slïi\or""'r'*(0)l p, s )": ¿î'"*'I@"sÀ - ^sopÀ )p" ...p'' (33)

In equ.(32) ,9' is used to denote symmetrisation over ør þt,t...¡ þn arrd antisymmetrisation

over À and ø.

The forward. Compton ampiitu de T¡r, is given by the Fourier transform of the OPE

(equs.(24-26)). In twist two approximation it reads

ITp,v : i ¿4, 
"iø'z 

< P,slTlj,,(r)i,(o)llP,,s )¿:
oo

QpQv

q.2
n:2reuen i-FrV

q2 Ppg, I Prgp

2i lgr" - f t Ð "i'"cir?q'),"

f t D "i'"cir(-q'),"- lgp, I ppq,
oo

n:2reuen i:FrV(p.q)' p.q

ierr),o8^ 
" t D ,i" nï,?q,) ,"
oØ

+
p.q

n:7,odil i:F,V

t D rTo:" Ei,2eq2) - u*n?-JÉi,req\) ,"
n=3,oilil i- F,V

(34)

Here, ø : * The Wilson coefficients relevant to unpolarised DIS are defined in

momentum space by the Fourier transform

iqr., . . .qr^(4¡"+r ci,(- q2 , 9) :
-q

2'i8t,...8p,{\¡"*' 6î,1' e q', g) :
-u

d4z eiQ'' zp, zuñ ,] . ci.rQ' - iezs,g)' Z' - XeZ\

d4 z eia'' zt r...rr^CI,z(22 - iezs', g)

I
I
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The coefficients relevant to polarised DIS Fourier transform as

-Toor,...qr^(4¡+1Éir?q2,g) : I on, 
"iQ'' "t,...rt.7+EiJ"2 - iezs,s)

-Innr,...or^(]¡"+2 ÉizGq' , s) : I on " "io'' 
,t ,...2r.8f;,2¿2 - iezs, s)z _q- r 

(36)

The contribution of the twist four operators to T¡r, is suppressed by fr with respect

to the twist two contribution. Hence, they can be ignored at large Q2 where scaiing is

observed.

The hadronic tensor W* can now be determined frollrr T¡rr. A comparison with

the Lorentz structure of. W¡r, in equs.(4) and (5) shows ihat the first, third and fourth

series expansions in T¡r, correspond to the unpolarised structure function F1(r) and

the polarised structure functions 91(r) and g2(r) respectively. The second terrnirrT¡,,

corresponds to a linear combination of fr(") and F2(r). Equ.(33) is a power series in

ø which converges only for lrl < 1. Energy momentum conservation flxes 0 ( r ( L

(or ø ) 1) so that T¡rv is unphysical exactly where it converges. The forward Compton

amplitude T¡r, has branch cuts along the real ø axis for u < -1 and ø ) 1. Hence, we

may calculate the hadronic tensor Wp, : f Atr T* bV performing a Cauchy integration

around the cuts (for example using the contour C shown in Fig. a). The moments of

Wpu are given by

1oo

z [ ¿* xn-2w,,,,:? [ d.T"-.1 rJ u)n
01

f
C

1

2"i
drT"

(.r)n
(37)

where use has been made of the crossing symmetry Trr(q,p) : T"p(-g,p). The Cauchy

integration makes use of the identity

-l- 
6 d,u a*-n :6*,n-L

2ni J
(38)

It follows that each even moment of Wf, and.each odd moment of Wra, projects out the

proton matrix element of a different set of local operators from the OPE (multiplied by

C
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the relevant Wilson coeffi.cents). The higher moments determine the behaviour of the

structure functions near r : 1 whilst the first moment tells us about the small ø region.

We mentioned earlier that there are ner¡¡ parity-odd structure functions which appear

in DIS experiments with an (anti-)neutrino beam. The unpolarised (anti-)neutrino

structure function Fs(*) is described by the odd spin quark operators Oft"'uzn+t(g).

The spin dependent (anti-)neutrino structure function 93(r) is described the even spin

quark axial tensor operator" Ri:Ë'"'þ2n+7 (0) [49]. The corresponding gluonic operators

have the opposite charge conjugation property and do not contribute to DIS [16].

ts

Figure 4. The forward Compton amplitrde T¡r, has branch cuts along the real ø

axis for u 1. -I and t¡ ) 1. The hadronic tensor Wpu : ]AU. T* is calculated by

performing a Cauchy integration along the contour C around the cuts.
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3.3 The coefficient F\rnctions and the Renormalisation Group

The OPE is an operator relation and does not depend upon the states that we

choose to evaluate the operator matrix elements between. This means that the Wilson

coefficients are target independent and may be evaluated using perturbative QCD.

The calculation goes as follows. We consider DIS from an ideal free quark or gluon

target and evalu ate T¡r, for each target up to some frxed order in the QCD coupling

constant a". The next step is to evaluate the quark and gluon matrix elements of the

operators appearing in the right hand side of the OPE. The coeffi.cients may be read off

by comparing the two results at a given order in 4".

The non-singlet quark operators do not mix with any gluonic operators under

renormalisation. To an arbitrary order in a" the non-singlet coefficients are just the

normalisation necessary to scale the ntä non-singlet quark operator matrix element to

the núh moment of. T¡r, via equ.(37). The singlet case is more complicated because the

singlet quark and gluonic operators mix under renormalisation. Since gluons do not

carry electromagnetic charge they can only contribute to DIS at O(a'). The leading

order O(1) result is trivial: the quark structure functions are just Dirac delta functions

at 1 and we ded.uce Ci :1*O(o") for the quark coeffi.cients. At O(4") we first consider

Tst , for a gluon target, which is given by the box graphs of Fig. 5a and the corresponding

cross graphs. The OPE for nlh moment of. Tf* has the form (Fig. 5b)

(rf,,)" :< sl(op)o"ls > cfl+ < sl9ù'g"\s > cn" (3e)

where (Op)q" and (Op)s" are the quark and gluon operators respectively. The matrix

elements < gl(Op)q"Ig >- O(o") and < gl(Op)n"lg >: 1. It follows that the gluon

coeffi.cient Cf, al, O(o,) is just the difference betwe en (Tst r)n and < gl(Op)o"lg >.
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Figure 5. The gluonic S¡ilson coefficients are calculated in perturbative QCD by

applying the OPE to the box graph for photon gluon fusion.
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The quark coefficients at O(a") are calculated by repeating this process for (Tfrr)"

at one loop. Since < ql(Op)n"lq> aldCs* are both - O(or), the only contributionto

the n'ä moment of Tf,, at O(a,) is given by the product of < ql(Op)L'lq > and C$,

each calculated io O(c"). We can calculate the operator matrix element and read off

the quark coeffi.cient as a normalisation factor. The virtuality of the external quark or

gluon in these calculations is always contained in the operator matrix elements because

the \Milson coefficients are independent of the target.

The composite operators which appear in the OPE need to be renormalised. This is

evident when one calculates the coefficients. There are divergences associated with

the loop integrals which have to be subtracted out. In the case of the operator

matrix elements these divergences cannot all be absorbed into the usual vertex and

wavefunction renormalisation constants. They are intrinsic to the operator itself. The

renormalisation procedure introduces a new momentum scale p,2 into the calculation.

This is true even in the case of a massless theory, where no momerl.tum scale appears

in the Lagrangian. The scale p"2 has a different interpretation depending upon how one

does the regularisation. For example, it may be an ultraviolet cut-off on divergent loop

integrals or a Pauli-Villars regulator. One commonly used renormalisation prescription

is minimal subtraction. Here, we start by continuing the dimension of a divergent loop

integral frorn d, : 4 to d : 4* e so that it becomes convergent in the new number

of dimensions. The d.ivergence at d:4 appears as a pole in the dimensionality (with

the singularity at d, -- 4), which is subtracted to complete the renormalisation. The

scale ¡t2 is introcluced in lhis dimensi,onal regularisation melhod to keep the coupling

constant a" dimensionless whatever the value of d. For example, when d --+ 4 * e we

t\-
have c" - (lt't)-'o". An example of minimal subtraction will be presented in section

5.3 when we discuss the axial anomaly.

Although we have to introduce a renormalisation scale in the calculation of a physicai

ÐÐ
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process like DIS, it is obvious that the physical cross section is independent of p2. Any

observable is clearly independent of how a theorist might choose to calculate it! This is

the idea of the renormalisation group equations.

Let us consider a ren-ormalised operator f)¿, which is constructed from a bare

operator f). We shall initially be interested in the case where fl¿ does not mix with any

other operators under renormalisation and where it is multiplicatively renormalised.

This example applies to the flavour non-singlet operators in the OPE. We write

f,l¿ : Zn'A. Here, Zgisthe renormalisation constant for fl. The divergences associated

with the composite operator are isolated using some ultraviolet regularisation and

subtracted at a renormalisation scale p,2. The bare operator f) is obviously independent

of p2. This implies the differential equation

d .,- ( d

d" rn ¡1,2"' - \ a n ¡za)c¿n 
+ t"(#0¿) : o (40)

which tvl/e may rewrite as

( 
d--!-r*r* 7e)f)¿ : s (41)

Here

,n: àffit" ez)

is called the anomalous dimension of the operator fl.

The renormalisation group equation for the two electromagnetic current Greens

function is

(43)

where 7, is the anomalous dimension of the photon currents. For conserved currents
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one flnds T -- 0. The scaie dependence of our non-singlet operator in the OPE is

\Me subtract and find

* Zc¿) < P,,9lfl¿lP, S ): 0

2t¡ - zo) co( 8'
p2

, o"(p2)) : o

d

d ln ¡.P
(

(45)

(44)

(4e)

(

,f, *'ofr r,"(%, o,(t 2)) : o (46)

where

þ(g):#g Ø7)

is the QCD beta function. We call equ.(46) the renormalisation group equation. It has

the solution

t'ffi)c*(%,*"0'3)) (48)

For DIS, ^y j : 0 corresponding to a conserved electromagnetic current. \Me usually write

equ.(48) with ¡;fr : Q2 to eliminate any large ln $ t.r^".In QCD perturbation theory

This equation may be written as

the beta function and anomalous dimensions have the form

þ(g):-\ost-þs5+o(g7)

7cr: .yogz +^ltga +o(gu)

Cçt(I, g) : Cn,o * CnJg2 + O(g4)

substituting into equ.(48), we find that the coefficients evolve with Q2 as

^ ,Q2 o,r)):lt,-..*)-* ,n,ocal 
,i, 

, g ,, ,, lgut") )

at leading order.

(50)
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The renormalisation group equation is slightly more complicated in the singlet case

due to operator mixing. The anomalous dimensions for each moment 7e now form a

2x2 rnatrix. Setting ''/j :0 (for DIS) the singlet version of equ'(48) is

(Z',)r#,o"rr')):" " tl)tt, *,(Q\) (51)

Since the anomalous dimensions are nor,¡¡ a matrix, the terms in the expansion of the

exponential will not commute. This is denoted by the ? outside the exponential in

equ.(51). The eigenstates of the renormalisation group equations are found diagonalising

the anomalous dimension matrix. For example, the first moment of F2(r) contains the

QCD energy momentum tensor, which is obviously conserved. It is an operator with

quark and gluonic terms and has zero anomalous dimension. Hence, it scales with

increasing Q2.

At one loop O(or), the quark and gluon matrix elements of the operators in the

OPE have a 7ç¿ ln fi ærtn after we carry out the rénormalisation. This term comes

from the integration region where the quark/gluon in the loop is collinear with the

target quark/gluon. The renormalisation scale will appear both in the definition of the

composite operators in the OPE and also in the Wilson coefficients (because the latter

are defined by subtracting out the operator matrix elements as described above). If we

generalise our treatment to include heavy quark contributions to DIS then the charm

quark mass mc : 2GeV may be comparable to the renormalisation scale p,2 and should

be included in the relevant Wilson coefficients [50].

Before returning to our discussion of DIS we just mention that in general the

OPE quark and gluon operators will mix with gauge dependent operators under

renormalisation (eg. those constructed out of Fadeev Popov ghost fields). The beautiful

result which makes the OPE and RGE approach relevant to DIS is that the gauge
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dependent operators form a subgroup of the complete set of composite operators under

renormalisation so far as mixing is concerned and can be treated as if the gauge

dependent operators do not exist 19].

The anomalous dimensions relevant to unpolarised DIS were first presented in refs.

[9, 10]. The corresponding Wilson coefficients have been calculated to O(a") in ref.[51].

Higher order calculations appear in ref.[52]. In the spin dependent theory, the anomalous

dimensions and Wilson coefficients have been calculated to O(ar). The anomalous

dimensions appear in ref.[49] and the coefficients were first calculated in refs.[53-55].

3.4 Parton Distributions in QCD

Quark and gluon parton distributions can be defined in QCD. Formally, these quark

(gluon) distributions are defined so that the ntä moment of the distribution is equal to

the target matrix element of the nrä quark (giuon) operator in the OPE. (These operator

matrix elements will be renormaiisation scheme dependent at order ar.) Thus, the set

of all even spin < p,,Sloiu'"'u"(0)ln,S ) define the unpolarised parton distributions

(measured in unpolarised DIS). The spin dependent parton distributions are determined

from the set of all ocld spin ( p,SlBi,i""''"(O)lp,,S t. The Mellin theorem [56] tells

us that these distributions, which are defined with respect to the OPE, are unique (up

to the choice of renormaiisation prescription). The Mellin theorem reads as follows:

Ler g(r) be a piecewise smooth function for r ) 0, and Ii a" *"-r g(*) be absolutely

convergent for a < o <p. Now let s : o I it and define

/(") :i o. *'-1s(*)
0

(52)

then

g(*)
1

2¡ri

aliæ

I ds n-" f (s)

o-1,æ

The proof is found in the textbook by Courant and Hilbert [56]
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One can apply the same trick to define a coefficient distribution. The nrä moment

of the quark (gluon) coefficient distribution is given by the n¿h quark (gluon) \Milson

coefficient from the relevant series. We shall choose the renormalisation scale ¡t2 : 82.

The convolution property then enables us to write structure functions as a convoiution

of the parton and coefficient distributions. For example, the singlet contribution to the

unpolarised structure function Fz(") is given by

Fz(*)ls : " | fnfr, a\c, (î, o,,(q\) + " | !n@, a\c' (i, o,"(8\)

q(*): L^ 
I ¿"- 

"-irz-o* < p,slpe-)t+p"i Ï:- au-[qe)llp,s )"

11

!)x)

(54)

(55)

Here g(r,Q2) and g(",Q2) are the unpolarised quark and gluon disiributions respec-

tively; Co(r,*,(Q\) : 6(r - 1) + O(*'(QtÐ and Cs(r,""(Q2Ð - O(a,(Q2)) are the

corresponding coeff.cient distributions.

The parton distributions are defined via light cone correlation functions [57, 58]. In

the unpolarised case we find (for each flavour)

for the quark distribution and

q(*) : -+ I dz- eti*,-o* < p, sl4e-)t+p"i I:- 'tv-A+q(o)llp, ,s >" (b6)

for the antiquark distribution. The path ordered exponential in equs.(55) and (56) is

taken along the line A- 1571. It becomes trivial in light cone gauge A+ : 0, where

D+ : 0+'

To check that these distributions have the correct moments we write r' as a

derivative (in z-) acting on 
"Lixz-P+ 

and then integrate by parts. The exponential

integrates to give a Dirac delta function 6(r-) and we project out the desired local

operator matrix element. This construction holds for the bare (unrenormalised)
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operators. After renormalisation, the non-local operator in equs.(5a) and (55) has a

series expansion in terms of the local operators in the OPE, viz. [58]

< p, sl Ee)t+p"o [í- d'u-A+q(o)]lp, s )":

+C# < p,slh(o)t+(D+)"q(o)llp,s >"
(57)

Similarly, one can define an unpolarised gluon distribution. It is

7frg(r): 2"w J
dz- (e-"'-P+ + exrz-P+)

< p,.9lTr[G +,(z-)Pei Ïí- ou-o*c'+(¡)] 
lp, S >"

(58)

where

< p, slTrlG +,(z-)pei Ií- on-o*c'+(o)l 
lp,s >"-

-n\-:-Lnl
n

< P, slTr[G+,(OXD+)"G'+(0)] lP,s ] "

(5e)

in the renormalised theory. Each of the operators in the righi hand sides of equs.(57) and

(59) is renormalised independentiy within some choice of gauge invariant renormalisation

scheme (eg. minimal subtraction). In obvious notation, these distributions have the

moments
1
I'
Lt,* ,2ntr(q + q)¿(") : oT,l'

Jott(60)
I'

I d* *2" rg(r) -- "?.i,1'J

The combination qv(r) : (q-4)@) is the valence quark distribution, which is measured

in unpolarised DIS with (anti-)neutrinos.

In light-cone gauge one often thinks of the light cone operator matrix element

< P,sllqQ-)l+q(0)]lP,s >" in the following way. We take a quark out from (or insert

an anti-quark into) the target proton at position 0 and re-insert the quark (take out

0
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the anti-quark) at a position z- along the light cone. This intuitive approach is the

idea behind recent attempts to caiculate structure functions within low energy models

of hadronic structure [59-6a] (eg. the MIT Bag [65]). The Bag is a mean field theory

so that vacuum fluctuations at very small distances are averaged out. This means

that we might hope to calculate the twist two piece of the nucleon structure function

reliably for correlation lengths z- t 0.1fm. A further theoretical constraint follows

from the fact that the Bag breaks translational invariance (it is frxed at a point in

space-time). Modet calculations will thus have limited accuracy beyond approximately

z > 0.8fm (for a bag radius E : 1.0fm). The model structure functions are calculated

at the Bag scale p2 - 0.5GeV2 and evolved up to the scale of DIS experiments, where

they may be compared with data. In practical calculations this evolution is carried

out using perturbative QCD [59, 63]. Whilst there will be problems wiih applying

perturbative QCD at the low end of the evolution, it is hoped that the errors are not

so large in the valence sector where we exclude nucleon sea effects such as pions. The

agreement between model structure functions and DIS data is quite good for the valence

distributions qy(z) [59-64]. At the beginning of my Ph.D. I spent some time working

on this program resulting in ref.[64], which is appended to this thesis.

The parton distributions relevant to polarised deep inelastic scattering are defined

in the same 'ryay as the unpolarised distributions. However, one has to be carefui

about applying one's physical intuition (developed in the the unpolarised world) to the

polarised world. Indeed, as rrve will show in the following chapters, one has to be very

careful about what one calls a "quark parton" and what one calls a t'gluon parton".

This conceptual problem is intimately related to the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly [66]

which arises in renormalised gauge field theory.

We now define the spin dependent quark and antiquark distributions
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(qt - qJX") : +#i I ar- 
"-ixz-p¡ <p,sl4e-)^t+.yup"i[í- oo-o*o(0)]lp,s >"

(61)

and

1- p+ [ ¿"_ 
"tinz-p¡ < p, sl Ee_)t+trp"i I:- du-A+q(0)]lp, 

,s >,(ql -qtX") : 2*tMi J 
d,z- e'"

(62)

A caveat is due here: the reader should not be too quick so as to use her or his intuition

that these distributions may have something to do with polarised quarks in the proton!

The reason for this will become apparent as 'we continue. (The factor ff in equs.(61)

and (62) is missing in ref. [67].) In the renormalised theory

< p, 
^91 [eQ)t+tsP¿i Io'- da-A+q(0)]lp, S ),:

.- l-z-) (63)

L I < P, 
"l [4(0)z+zs(D+)"q(0)] lP, " >'

Similarly, we define a spin a"j"na"rrt gluon distribution

171r\,g(r): 
^r** 

J 
dz- (e-zxz-n+ - exrz-p+)

(64)

< p, SlTr[G +,(z-)Pei Ïí- on-o*ê'*(g)] 
lp,S >"

where

< p, ^9lTr[ G¡,(z-)P"o I:- 'tv-A+ê'+(O)] lp, S >":
-n

'/'nl
n

< p, .9ITr[G+,(OXD+)"ci(())] lp, S > 
"

(65)

Not withstanding our earlier notation in chapter 2, we shall define the linear

combinations

aq(') : (qI - qlx") + (A1 - ?tX') (66)

and

Lq(")v: (q1 - qlx") - (qî - qlx") (62)

\ /ith these definitions, we may write the polarised proton structure function gt(r,,qz¡
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where

(6e)

and

(70)

for the non-singlet and singlet contributions respectively' Here, lhe C(t,a,(Q2)) arc

the spin dependent coefficient distributions. The spin dependent valence distribution

Lqv(") could. be measured in a DIS eiperiment with a polarised proton target and a

polarised (anti-) neutrino beam. It is not observed in polarised DIS with a muon beam.

We now re-consider the frrst moment of g{n).

3.5 EMC Revisited

Using our nern¡ OPE language, the first moment of 91(r) is

1

et@, Qz¡Ns : i I +(on,,,, 8\ + 
lronut", 

o'r) t'* rrî, o"(Q\)

s{t, Q2)s : å I ? I ! onor,, a')c',(:, o,(82)) . i I * onr', a')c'r(:, o,(Q2))

d,rg1(r,O'l:Ilt

as a sum over flavour singlet and non-singlet pieces, viz

g{*,Q2) -- et(r,Q\ls t st(,,Q\lus (68)

I aqt AqaX 1 - +, +z l'u&o(e\o - "'P\ ffi)1

,/3

1

o (tt)

where the fi.rst moments of the parton densities are defined by the proton matrix

elements of the axial currents, viz.

2Msr\,qo:l p,Slryrtu}qlp,,S >" (72)

The facto, (1 - *P¡ is the non-singlet \Milson coefficient and (1 - "'ÇA')ffi) it

the singlet coeffi,cient.
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The non-singlet axial vector currents are soft operators; they are conserved in

the limit of massless quarks. Thi, -"ats that they are not renormalised and have

vanishing anomalous dimension. The singlet axial vector current is not 'conserved

due to the axial anomaly [66]. When this composite operator is constructed in any

gauge invariant renormalisation scheme it is muitiplicatively renormalised and has an

anomalous dimension which starts at two loops [55, 63]. In the perturbative clomain

where o, is small the evolution of Aqo wílh Q2 proceeds very slowly. However, it is

reasonable to suppose that there may be some qapid variation in Ag¡ at low scales

(q, < tGeV2) [69, 70]. This wilt be explained in chapter five (on axial anomalies).

The main point to realise at this stage is that if the Ellis-Jaffe hypothesis were

to hold at one scale it would not hold (exactly) at any other. The matrix elements

of the non-singlet axial vector currents describe the neutron and hyperon beta decays.

Thus, polarised DIS is seen to relate low-energy weak-interaction physics and the strong

interaction at high energy. Indeed, the difference in g{r) for the proton a,ncl neutron is

given by Bjorken's sum-rule [4]

1

I a" (t;ro- ei(")) : åoo,,t
0

a¿s

) (73)
7f

which is devoid of any axial anomaly. It is often regarded as a fundamental test of

QCD. This relationship between polarised DIS and the weak interactions allows us

to identify aqr: gA: F+D and ag3: #(gr -D) inthe limit of good su(3)

flavour. Here, f. and D are the antisymmetric and symmetric SU(3) couplings. The

effect of SU(3) flavour violations has been investigated by Lipkin [71, 72] (and found

to be small). Although we cannot choose As : 0 independent of scale one might

suppose an Ellis-Jaffe hypothesis at the Q2 of the EMC experiment. After taking into

effect the small perturbative corrections in the Wilson coefficients one would predict
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Ë ¿. g{*): 0.189 + 0.005 ut Q2 - 10GeV2, which is still two standard deviations

from the data [39].

Earlier, we noted that there is no spin-one, gauge invariant, local giuonic operator

which can appear in the OPE for 9{r). This is the reason that there is no Lg :

li A* Ag(") term in the first moment of g1(ø). One has

1

Lg d,r Css@,*,(Q2)) : O (74)

0

for an arbitrary choice of target. (This result differs from the unpolarised structure

function where all the (even) moments of F2(r) contain contributions from quark and

gluonic terms in the OPE.) Although the first moment of A9(r) is not given by any

single local gluonic operator there is no reason to suppose that it is identically z,ero -

especially for an ideal free gluon target. One can divide the infinite series for rLg(r)

in equs.(64) and (65) by z and write the first moment as an inflnite series defined by

all the higher moments of the function. Hence, the first moment of A9(r) is deflned

via an infinite series of gauge invariant, local composite gluonic operators' The Mellin

Theorem teils us ihat Ag is unique (within any choice of renormaiisation prescription)

up to a Dirac delta function at the origin. Since Ag varies as a function of the target, it

follows that the target independent coefficient in equ.(74) must vanish to ail orders in

perturbation theory. This result has been argued strongly by Bodwin and Qiu [73] for

any choice of gauge invariant renormalisation scheme and verifi.ed by them in the MS

and subsequently by Manohar in the MS 174).
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4. Observing the Spin Dependent Gluon Distribution

4.7 The QCD Improved Parton Model

In chapter 3 we explained how deep inelastic scattering is described in QCD by the

OPE and the renormalisation group. Ideally, we would like.a QCD description of more

general hadron interactions at high energy (eg. Drell Yan production and exclusive

processes iike pp --+ cõX). This is the subject of the QCD Improved Parton Model [19,

71-T7l,henceforth clenoted IPM. It is constructed following the OPE resuit for DIS. We

factor the had.ronic cross section into a convolution of the parton distributions of each

parent hadron with a hard parton scattering cross section'

For example, consider the production of charm jets cõ with large transverse

momentum squared (kT >_ i\.2) in polarised DIS. This is an exclusive measurement

out of the total inclusive DIS cross section. It gives a contribution to 7t(n) for the

proton of
1

sf(*):fr i9"nr",tt2)L.orn-"u(:,q*,o"(42)) 
(75)

T

Here, y','g(*,Ä2) represents the IPM spin dependent gluon distribution of the proton,

defi.ned at a factorisation scale 42. It is to be understood as the probability for

finding a gluon in the proton with momentum fraction pgl"o" - *rToton and. transverse

momentum squared pî < L'. The hard factor Lorn-"2(r,ff,rr(lt2)) is the spin

dependent cross section for producing cõ with transverse momentum squared kT > L'

from photon-gluon fusion (Fig. 6). \Me choose to calculate this partonic cross section in

a frame where both the photon and gluon have zero transverse momentum. After all,

the transverse momentum of parton constituents does not play any significant role in

the naive parton model. There will be some part of the total phase space fot 19 --+ cõ

which describes cõ with kT < L'. This is understood to be factored into the spin
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dependent quark distributior. L,q(n,42), which describes the r distribution of quarks

with transverse momentum squared kT < L'in the proton. The picture'that we have

just d,escribed is the simplest form of factorisation. It dates from the work of Gribov

and Lipatov [78]. The kl, utt-otr parton model has been developed to ail orders of

perturbation theory [58, 76, 79] and verified in explicit calculations to O(al) [80]. In

light cone gauge A+ :0 these IPM parton distributions can (apparently) b" defined in a

similar way to the light cone OPE definitions in chapter 3 [5S]. (The word "apparently"

anticipates a subtlety that will appear towards the end of this chapter.) We could also

have considered. a 2 jet deflnition with a cut-off on the quark virtuality m2 - k2 > L2

in Fig. 6.

In general, the principalof factorisation goes as follows 158, 75, 76]. Let us consider

the scattering of a hard photon (large Q\ ot soft parton (low virtuality O1 < ÌçqcD)

from another soft parton (virtuality g'zr l lt?qco) so thai there is at ieast one large mass

scale in the process. This may be the invariant mass squared of of the frnal state partons.

We work at O(a"). All such partonic cross sections will possess a mass singularity. If

Q'i"the large momentum scale in the problem, then we find a term -In#, which

is divergent when pZ - 0. The mass singularity comes from that part of phase space

where a (massless) parton splits coliinearly into two (massless) partons. At first glance'

the mass singularity is an unpleasant result. Gauge invariance requires that we put

the external partons on mass sheil: P2 : 0 for a gluon and p2 : m2 --+ 0 for the light

quarks. (The reason for this is the gauge parameter in the gluon propagator.) The trick

(or escape route) is to write

1*a" rrq-1+ *"n{+o"h,{
po 1\" p'

: (1 + *,nfi)tl * a" tn

(76)
¡z

,,
p- ) + oç'!¡

where Ä2 is the factorisation scale. It separates the cross section into a product of long
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and short distance contributions. The hard term (1 + a" V%) is now free of any mass

singularity; the long distance effects (including the mass singularity) are factored into

the quark and gluon parton distributions of the proton wavefunction. Factorisation

theorems have been proved which show that this factorisation procedure can be carried

to all orders in perturbation theory up to power correction" - O(&) [58, 76,79].

There is no unique way to cairry out the factorisation. One physically motivated

approach is to apply the kl ctú-otr (kT > À2) on the real quark and gluon jets that

are produced. In this case, there will also be a renormalisation scale ¡,P associated

with vertex and propagator renormalisation at higher orders. Here, fihe kl cut-off

represents an infra-red regularisation whilst the renormalisation involves the subtraction

of ultraviolet divergences. One chooses .4.2 : LP to simplify the calculations. It is

often a good idea to take .4,2 : Q2 too to eliminate large logarithm terms - h%.

Alternatively, one can set p2 : m2 : 0 and calculate the parton scattering cross section

using dimensional regularisation (see eg. Pokorslci [S1]). The mass singularity is then

manifest as a pole at d:4, which is factored out. While this latter procedure is equally

valid it is does not have the intuitive appeal of the Gribov-Lipatov approach [78].

The factorisation procedure can be applied simultaneously to a host of different

had.ronic processes. This means that the IPM parton distributions which are measured

in one process (eg. DIS) can be used to make testable predictions in other hadron

interaction. ("g. Drell Yan and exclusive jet production) so long as we llse the same

factorisation convention. There is excellent agreement with experiment. (For reviews

see [19, 20,82].

Finally, 'vr/e remark that the coefÊcients P,¡(r) which multiply the logarithms

P¿¡(*)nff in the parton cross sections are just the inverse Mellin transforms of the

flavour singlet anomalous dimensions that we encountered in chapter 3 (# d'r P¡¡(n) :

1,'¡¡). Hence, we can write a renormalisation group equation for the z dependence of the
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IpM parton distributions. This is the Altarelli-Parisi formulation [S3]. The P¿¡ are the

Altarelli-parisi splitting functions. They have the nice physical interpretation of being

the probability of finding a parton i in a parton j '

Large k!. two-quark-jet events represent an ideal probe of the IPM gluon distribu-

tions in deep inelastic scattering [75]. This point has been emphasised recently by Ross

and Roberts [8a] who use these events as a phenomenological definition of the gluon dis-

tribution. Alternatively, one couid measure the structure functions at a range of Q2 and

separate the quark and giuon distributions by a fi.t to the data involving Altarelli-Parisi

evolution.

We now explore these id,eas through a detailed study of spin dependent photon-

gluon fusion. This process has attracted considerable attention in the EMC Spin

Effect literature following work by Efremov and Teryaev l2!,85], and Altarelli and

Ross [22]. These authors realised that Altarelli-Parisi evolution implies thai A9(Q2) :

l; d, Lg(*,e2) evolves as fr "t larye Q2; the combination (t,Lg)(Q') tends to a

constant in the scaling limit. Furthermore, they found a higher order correction of

-#Lg to the first moment of gír) for each accessible quark flavour, which is induced

by photon-gluon fusion. (Of course, they were using a particular choice of IPM or

factorisation procedure.) The read.er may be surprised at this result: we have already

argued. that there is no contribution to the first moment of 91(z) from the (OPE defrned)

¡'g(").The Efremov-Teryaev, Altarelli-Ross (ETAR) term has been the source of much

d.ebate in the EMC Spin Effect literature. The rest of this thesis is devoted to an analysis

of the anomalous ETAR result'
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Figure 6. The lowest order perturbative QCD (box) diagrams for photon-gluon

scattering.
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4.2 Polarised Photon-Gluon Scattering

In this section we calculate gír) for a gluon target to one loop in perturbation

theory. This box calculation is the difference between the two cross sections

L,o: o(t 1 s 1- qù - "0 1 g I-- q4) (77)

For deep inelastic scattering we shall be interested in the case where the photon is a

long way from on mass shell (hard photon) and the gluon is just slightiy virtuai (soft

gluon). The cross section for 7 g --+ qq is related to the forward (one loop) Compton

scattering amplitude by the Optical Theorem.

We define qp arrd pP to be the photon and gluon momenta respectively. Then

Qt : -q2 ar'd P2 : -yÌ are the photon and gluon virtualities respectively. \Me use rn

to denote the quarh mass. The box graphs (Fig. 6) are calculated in the 7* - g centre of

mass frame, whereby pþ : (p0,}r,p}) ar',d qþ: (g0,0r,q3) with 93 : -p3; kþ denotes

the quark loop momentum. \Me shall keep all terms in Pz atd m2 until the end of the

calculation and then take the Iirnit Q2 Þ P2,rr2. The Bjorken variable is r : ffi.

The starting expression for L,o(r,,Q',P',m2) nay be written down from the

Feynman rules for the box graphs. \Me add in the contribution where the quarks circulate

around the loop in the opposite direction and obtain

L,o(r,Q' ,, P',rr2) :
(ur)6((e - k)' - *\6((q + k)' - *2)

(k, - rrz ¡'ie)z

rnh*Q+ k + *)t{î' + m)1¿(; - n + *¡

+ îc + *)mG + q - n + m)1¡(È - n + *¡1

(78)

Here, e¿¡ is antisymmetric in the two transverse directions (with e¡z : t1); l/¡ is

the number of quark flavours. We shall consider the contributions from light quark
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n'¿ - 0 production (I/t : 3) and heavy (* :2GeV) charm quark production (l/¡ : 1)

separately.

Dirac Algebra for Box 1

We now evaluate the Dirac algebra, beginning with ihe uncrossed box (box 1). Wiih

a few "tricks" the traces are not as forbidding as ii might first appear (with eight 7p

matrices). This will become apparent as'we continue. Box 1 gives the trace

(7e)

To simplify the calculation, we write tP : (k + q)t' and úp : (k - p)p and consider

(80)

The trace is readily simplified via the identity

eij'yi(p * m)l¡ : {tz'yt,p}+ - 2'yz'yt*

We write þ: þt *pr so that p¿ :p01olp3113 andpT :prltlp'"{z.Then

{lzlt,,pr}+ : o

and

{^lz'yt, p t } + : 272'Ytþ t,

eijti(p * *)l¡ :2lzlt(pt - m)

(81)

(82)

(83)

Thus, we obtain
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When this result is applied to (3 -f rn) and (f + rn), equ.(80) simplifies to

(m - î¡)trn(î, i ^)tzt{m - 3)(î; + rn)

and

t2:(k-ù2:*2

Tr

Tr

(85)

(m - îù(î't - î'r + ù(*- ¡¿XÊ i *)

Note that 'we now have to consider a trace of at most fotr 1P matrices. Equ.(85) is

evaluated using the trace theorems listed in the Appendix. The terms ít m to an odd

power vanish and we flnd

nl*^ + *2 (r r." r + k.(k t, - k7 - 2t t -rrr)) + (zt ." rt-.t 7 - t ¡. s ¡(k't *-4,) ] (s6)

The expressions for s and f are now substituted back. Since the quarks with momentum

s and t are both on shell (via the optical Theorem) it follows that

"2 --(k+ù2:*2 (s7)

(88)

Hence,

2q.k:(*'_ tt2)+Q2 (8e)

and

2p.lc : (k' - *') - P' (90)

respectively. With this information, the trace of the first (uncrossed) box equ.(79)

simplifies to

1 (k' - *')2 + @t - *2)(q.p - kî) + |A' e' + 2kîq.'p)4
2

We now turn to the crossed box.
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Dirac Algebra for Box 2

For box 2 we have to evaluate

)r,i¡r¡*Trl¡(î, + ùt*(îr+,î + *)t¿G + Q - Ê, + m)1¡(îc - n + *¡1 (e2)

Again, we define 
"ø 

: (kiLq)P,¡u : (k-p)t'and also uP: (lc+q-p)t'. Thus, we

consider

jrr¡r¡*Trf:,j!, + rn)^y*(3 + m)1¿Qt' + m)1¡Q+ -)l (e3)

It is helpful to expand out equ.(93) as

rl
UrrltXÈ 

-t m)12(3 -t m)71(û' + m)11(î-r *)

- n0' -t mþ1(3 * mþ1(û, + m)12(î + *)

- r(ît i m)y(3 + rùtz(t' + m)11(î + r.n)

+ r(î' * rn)71(3 * rn)12(û + ùnG -r *)

and treat each term separately. The trick is to reduce this expression to a trace over at

most four 1p rnatrices. This may be accomplished via the identities

(e4)

(e5)

(e7)

n(î, + *)^p : -2k'^t, + & - rn)

and

r(î, +*)^n: -2kt'Yr+& -rn) (96)

We define the four vectors k't' : (k0;_lrt,,lt',¡t) and. k"þ: (k0; kt,-k2,k3) so that

equ.(94) becomes

|t ¡çîr" - -Xs -t m)(îr,' - *)(î + ^)
+ (î'' - rn)(.4 + *)(tt" - *)(î + rr-)

- (¿ + *)(3' - *)(t'+ m)(i' - m)

- (È + *)(3" - *)(t'+ m)(i - rn)l
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Now we can apply the trace theorems with little difficulty. As with box 1, there are no

terms in an odd power of. m. For the crossed graph (box 2) the ma term also drops out.

The coefficient of *2 í"

t.l2s - (u' + u") - (k' + k")f - ".(u' + u" + lr' + lr") ¡ u.(-2k +t' +t" + r' + "")

* k.(s'+"" + t' +t") +k'.u" +lr".u' -t".r' -t'.""
(e8)

Most of this term vanishes by inspection with the identity (k' + k" )' : 2kl; the.mz

term becomes

2t.st-2u.k+k'.u" +k".u' -t".r' -t'."" (99)

\Me now substitute the expressions for s, ú and u. After a little aigebra the whole rn2

term simplifies to zero. The coefficient of rno is

(k" ., u' .t + k' ., u" .t) -.(k.r' t" ., + lc.s" t' .u)

+ (lc" .t ,' ., + k' .t u".s) - (z.s' t" .1, + r."" t' .k¡ (100)

i2(k.u t" ."' - ".t lr' .u")

\Me expand out the first and second lines of equ.(100) and collect all terms in k¡.s1,

k1sl and lc2s2, and kt.tt, klt1 and k2t2 rcspectively. Each vanishes. The third line of

equ.(99) does give a finite contribution. We substitute in the expressions for for s, ú and

u and find

akTq.p (101)

for the second box. (Note that kT > 0).

Kinematics and Phase Space

We calculate the box graphs in the centre of mass frame. The photon and gluon

momenta areqþ:(q0;07-,-p3) andpP:(p0;07-,p3)respectively. Hence, lvecanwrite
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q0 and p0 in terms of Q2 anð. P2 as p0 - 
^/@Y 

-F'and q0 : - Q2. The

momentaof the produced quark antiquarkpair are sl': (s0;-.fl andfl': (s0;Ð' W"

now derive a few kinematic relations, which are useful in evaluating Aø(r, Q2 , P' ,*2).

The s-channel invariant mass squared (or centre of mass energy squared) is given

by

w2:(p+q)2:Q z(7-* -P2 (102)
t

In the centre of mass frame W2 becomes

We let W - +\/W, : 2s0. Since the produced quark and antiquark are treated as

on shell via the optical theorem (viz. *: (r0)2 -*'), it follows that the quark three

momentum has magnitude " : l"-l : +W 1- W. The photon (and gluon) three

momentum is obtained by squaring

w-po:qo

We eliminate p0 in terms of p3 and find

W2 :(po + qo)' :(s + f)2 : 4("0)'

W- (p3)2 _ P2 : (p3)2 _ g2

2Wpo:W2-P2+Q2

4W' (p\2 : al@.q)' - P' Q'l

2lQ-ù-#l

(103)

(104)

to give

(105)

or

(106)

(107)
p.q

(p3)2 . 4r2P2-Q

To evaluate the loop integrai and phase space in equ.(78) we must first parametrise
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IcP . We \et tt' : ("0; (s sin 0)r, tt : s cos d) (ignoring / angles), whence

kP : (p - t)' : (po - s0; -(t sin d)r, p3 - s cos d) (108)

The d.enominator in the quark propagator may then be written

*2 _ kz : pz + 2(po"o _p3"3)

P2 + 2(po 
"o - p3 t cos d)

:2P3s(!-cosd+á)

where

^_zposo_ 
2p3s+P2

2p3"

(10e)

(1 1o)

Simiiariy, the quark propagator in the right leg of the crossed diagram (box 2) has

denominator

*2 - u2 :2p3 
"(1 * cos 0 + 6) (1i1)

The quark transverse momentum squared (kT: z|') is

(112)

Finally, we need the following result

2p3s(7 + ó) : 2poro * P2 : pow + P2 : q.P (113)

which foilows from equ.(105). It corresponds to

kT: "'si''z 
o

16-
1

The two body phase space in equ'(78) is

I

1
4x2 P2

Q2

d4k 6G2 - *\ 6(t2 - m2)

4m2-wT
-1 (114)

(115)

It is evaluated by inserting the unity factor (energy momentum conserving delta

functiop) t: Ids0ó(s0+f0-Iz7) insidetheintegrat Ia4k. Since tþ: (k-p)t'
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r,¡/e can transform the integration variable from I d'nk fo i dat to obtain

I o, I a"o u{ro + ¿0 - w)6(s2 - *2) qtz - *2¡ (116)

We now d.o the integrals I dt\ ar'd Ï d"o, which leaves a trivial integral in Euclidean

3-space. The phase space integrals reduce to

d(cos d) d(cosd) (117)

(Integration over the / angle gives 2zr.) We now multiply by the constant t.r^ -ffi
from equ.(78) (where f : T in QCD) to obtain a phase space factor

I dss22r#6Q s2+nP-W):

-9!N,2¡r r
4m2 !1 _ __' wz4

(118)

(11e)

1
4m2 determines the kinematic cut-offThe phase space factor -wT

Q'rmax: A"TA+ +æ

so that L,o(r,Q',P',*2):0 Vr ) tmax.

Evaluating the Boxes

At this point, we define \:t - cos 0 + 6 so that the quark virtualities are

*2 - Icz :2p3sn

and

*2 - u2 :2p3 
"12(7 

+ ¿) - ry]

The quark transverse momentum squared has an expression

: -"2lrt' - zrt\ + ó) + ó(2 + ó)]

kT : t'si''2 o

(120)

(121)

(122) 
.
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in terms of 17. For the integration variable,

+1 2+

I
6

I d(cos d) : drÌ (123)

xP2 (124)

-1 ô

Thus, rvl/e can write a (yet to be integrated) expression for box 1

s1
zotq 

+ r+

1

nl2(7+6)-nl

2q'p

'2 
dçz + d¡4(pt)"'

z(t + ó) n

1 1

1
cq'

1

2

The denominator in box 2 is the product of. m2 - lcz and rnz - rr2. Ther"fore, we need

to consider

Since (1 + ó + () : 2(I +ó) - (1 + 6 - {), the two terms in the square bracket on the

right hand side of this equation each give an equal contribution to box 2. Hence, the

(yet to be integrated) contribution from box 2 to Ao is

q.p r n2 -2q(7+ó)+ 6(2+6)

(125)

(126)
4(p3)2 (1 + ó) rl

Equs.(124) and (126) are simplified with the kinematic relations (equs. (102-114)).

We add the contributions from boxes 1 and 2 (equs.(124) and (126)) and multiply by

the phase space factor equ.(118) to obtain

1

n 1- 4x2 P2-@- (127)

2(t-"-#¡Qm2(7-# )-P2r(2r-1X1 -WÐ
6-tffi)' n2w2

, 4nt2-w2

where the ry integral ranges between ó and 2 + 6 for the full phase space. To evaluate
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Aø we have only to do the trivial integrals

2+6

I
6

d,r¡ 1:2

2

Putting things together, the exact expression for Ao is

L,o(r,Q', P',*2) :

2+6

I :t'(T)

- 9!N,
2tr r

| 2xP2

lQ.-1x1 
--T)

dr¡ I
r1

(12s)

6

6

2+6

l*#:
6

A,o(r,Q',P',*2) : #* rftr" - tl (

2( + ó)

1
4m2
wT

(

1
4x2 P2

Q'

1 1+ 1-
l"(

. 4rn2
'w2 1 - -82-4x2 P2 1- 1-

4x2 P2
Q"

4n2 P2
Q'

(12e)

(130)

1 4m2
wT
4m2
wT

1 )
1

In the Bjorken IftníI Q2 Þ Pz ,m2 L,o(t,Q' , P2 ,-2) b""o-"t

*(*-r+#) 
]

n4+h'1-"-1)
lt'r/

Here, we have inserted a scale pz to separate out the lnQ2 term from the r dependent

scaling terms. The term (2" - 1) is the Altarelli-Parisi splitting function for polarised

g --+ qq.

Equ. (130) is not weil defined in the limit that both m2 and P2 go to zero. There

is a mass singularity in the Q2 independent logarithm. This comes from the fi term
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in our box calculation. The last term in equ.(130) depends on the ratio of m2 Lo P2. It

comes from the þ t"ttn and is not well defined when l¡olh m2 and P2 are identicaliy

zeÎo

In both cases, the problem comes from the small 4 part of the total phase space.

This translates to Iow k$ or, equivalently, low m2 - ¡rz. Due to the gauge parameter

in the general gluon propagator, the box diagram with gluon external legs is gauge

dependent when we take P' + 0 (unless we restrict ourselves to gauge transformations

with a fixed momenta P2). Hence, a gauge invariant calculation of the photon-gluon

fusion goes to light quarks process has a singularity in the collinear region of phase space

where the two quarks are produced with zero transverse momentum. However, we know

that the perturbative quark propagator is unrealistic in this dynamical region due to

confinement [36]. If quarks (or gluons) were permitted to reach their mass sheil then

we would see coloured states in nature, which does not occur. The perturbative gluon

propagator is similarly unphysical when the gluon approaches on-mass shell; quark and

gluon virtualities in the proton are typically P2 2 O(L2qcÐ. The solution to these

problems is to factor out this soft (long distance) part of the box's phase space into the

quark distribution [19, 58, 75-81], as rvl¡e describe below.

The final state quark-antiquark pair are placed on mass shell in our formalism when

we apply the optical theorem and take the absorptive part of the forward Compton

scattering amplitude. We can physically justify this since the struck quark is given

a substantial amount of energy by the incident photon. This energy is sufficient to

remove it from the target hadron without any significant final state interaction with the

remaining hadronic debris. It then undergoes hadronisation into a jet of fast moving

(colourless) hadrons in the same direction as the final state quark jet in our perturbative

calculation. The on-shellness of the final state quarks is a mathematical statement of

the negligible fina1 state interaction with the residual target debris. The reason that we
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keep both P2 and m2 - lc2 away from the mass shell is related to QCD dynamics within

the target proton.

The first moment of. L,o(n,Q',P',m2) in the scaling limii Q2 --+ oo is [25]

Gt: -
(1. s

2tr
N¡ 1+

1+g-12m2
p2

1
ln )l (131)

1+g t+F+1

This expression simplifies [S7] to -#N¡ when P2 > m2. h is zero when m2 > P2 (for

example, in c c production). Clearly, there is an ambiguity in Gt when both rn2 and

P' go to zero. In this case, G1 depends upon the ratio in which m2 arrd P2 vanish, and

not that they do vanish. The result Gr : -#Nf was obtained by Altarelli and Ross

122]for real gluon. (P2 - 0). Unfortunately, the þ t"t^ was lost in their calculation

of the box.

The non-lo"ul $ term in equ.(131) is a general characteristic of photon-gluon

scattering. Ioffe and collaborators [88, 89, 24] have examined the box calculation for

the scattering of a hard photon from a longitudinal gluon (or photon). They found that

the cross-section vanishes (as expected) in the limit that the longitudinal gluon goes

on shell (P' :0) with a non-zero fermion mass in the loop. However, if we start with

an identically massless theory then the cross section for scattering from a longitudinal

gluon (or photon) is finite - even in the limit P2 --+ 0 ! They speculate that this result

implies that fermions must have a finite mass in any gauge theory (see also Gribov 190]).

4.3 Photon Gluon Fusion and the IPM

As we noted in our discussion of factorisation in section 4.1, the correct procedure is

to factorise the low k2, or *2 -lc2 part of the box phase space into the quark distribution

of the hadronic wavefunction. We now investigate the effect of this factorisation by

calculating the box diagram with a cut-off on the k$, and then on the quark virtuality
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in the loop [24]. Since

*2-lc2:P2xl m2 +k$
(1 -")

(132)

it is easy to translate between the two results. Note that a cut-off on the kf. cut-off is

covariant [91]; it is defined via

k$ : fuu'¡r" (133)

where

q2pþp"lp2q\q"-q qÞpu ¡ qupøvþuRp g + (134)

(135)

(136)

(q.p)' - q2p2

That is, k$ is a Lorentz four vector defined to be orthogonal to the plane in Lorentz

space spanned by qþ and pP.

The phase space corresponding to \ow k$ is separated out by evaluating the loop

integrals with the constraint 0(kT - À2). Since kT: 
"T 

in box 2 this restriction applies

equaily to the cross graph; we have no problems with gauge invariance. The cut-off on

kT: ,'sin2 0 is equivalent to a cut-off on cos2 0 < Q - *?¡, that is we do the r7 integral

between new limits of integration, viz.

L21-+1n11+6+1+á-

In this cut-off field theory the complete expression for Aø is

A,o(r,Q' , P',*2) :
-t _ +(n¿2+lv2)-w2

- 99¡/"
2tr r

| 2rP2

l(r.-1X1 
-7r)1-

.t 4(m2tlt2)t - 
-w2-

. 4r,2 P2
'Q2

t 4x,2 P2
-Q" 1 _ 4(rn2+L2)-w2

1 4(rn2 -f It2)
'- -wr-

1 1+
1 1"( )

*(*-r+#) 
l
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Note that this equation reproduces equ.(129) when A2 : 0. The effect of the k$ cut-otr'

is just to replace rrr2 by ,n2 + A2 everywhere except in the numerator of the fr t"t-'

For Q2 > A2 (and m2 and P2) we find

L,o(r, Q' , P' ,n 2) :

#*,1,r, - rl(r' %.r,'(t ;') -, (137)

¡z +(1 -r)
2m2-P2r(2r-7

-t (2r - 1) ln r(7-r)Pz*(m2+lt2) n(L-r ¡mz ! lÚ

Here, we have written all of lhe m2 and. P2 dependence in the second line of the cross

section. We may now safely sel P2: 0 (to ensure gauge invariance) and also rn2 : 0

for the light quarks. There is no need to worry about the mass singularity, which occurs

when we integrate over the total phase space. The second iine is relevant only for heavy

quark production (eg. ce).

In this cut-off fieid theory there is a further restriction on the ailowed values of r.

We have the new kinematic constraint

Q2 (138)ximan:
Q2 + Pz -t 4(ly2 i m2)

which means that r ( 1 for finite 4,2 and Q'. W. never hit the logarithmic singularity

at r :1. The two quark jet contribution to g1(r) for the proton (equ.(75)) is pushed

to lower r in the d.ata as we increase the minimum k$ acceplance threshold.

It is now a trivial exercise to evaluate the moments of L'o:' viz.

(13e)

For n ) 2 G" behaves as

Gn - ?w,@rlù*n% (140)
z7l ,\2

as v¡e expect from the Aitarelli Parisi formalism. Here, (Lllà* : ft r"-tQr - 7),

1

Gn : I dr*"-' /,o(*,Qz, P2,*'¿)'"J
0
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This result holds independently of the choice of cut-off. The leading contribution to G"

(, > Z) comes from integration over m2 - l& or k$ l:etweet - [42, 8']. h depends on

the value of the frnite cut-off A2'

The fi.rst moment (rz : 1) is particularly interesting. It has no ln Q2 dependence'

We evaluate G1 as a function of the k$ uú-otr A2 and frnd (Â2 - constant)

1+4("L:;^"\ -7
Gr(Ä,) : -#*,1t.'# 1+tu#Ð 1¡ SË) +t

1
( )lln (141)

Once again, this result red.uces to equ.(131) when A2 : 0. Fot P2 >> rn2 Gr reduces

fo -ffiN¡, regardless of the value we choose fot /v2. For the cu,t m2 >> P2 192]

equ.(141) becomes Gr -- -#NfÅæ, which is zero when A2 vanishes and -#N¡

when A2 >> m2 (ie. when we can neglect both the m2 arld P2 scales). The latter case

is relevant to factorisation with light quarks: we set -2 : P2 :0 and fi'nd a finite

result for G1 that is independent of the finite cut-off À2. Thus, there is an unambiguous

contribution to the first moment of Aø, which comes from a purely pointlike part of

the box (at very Iarye k$). It means that there is an effective photon-gluon contact

interaction which provides a local measurement of the target (perturbative) gluon's

heiicity [87]. Furthermore, the first moment of 9r(r) receives a contribution from

polarised, glue in the IPM. For each flavour g, one should replace

tq(e') -- 
^q(ez) 

- #onQ\ Q,42)

in the large k,l. version of the IPM expression f"r f; d'r g{r) 124, g2l. This is the

Efremov-Teryaev, Altarelli-Ross result 127, 22, S5, 87]. These authors suggested that

one could. retain the Etlis-Jaffe hypothesis that As : 0 if there l¡¡ere a large polarised

gluon component in the proton Lg - 5 aL Q2 - 10GeV2'

There are a few surprising things about these results. Firstly, it appears that gluons

can behave just like quarks in polarised DIS. Photons scatter iocally from quarks
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because the quarks carry electric charge. However, gluons are electrically neutral so

one would expect photon-gluon scattering to be predominantly non-local' secondly

and more formally, rMe seem to have a contradiction between the oPE and ihe QCD

Improved. Parton Mod.el. The oPE told us that the flrst moment of the gluon coefficient

distribution relevant to g1(r) is exactly zeto in any gauge invariant renormalisation

scheme. Clearly, the IpM and OpE results are different. We shall return to this problem

in the next chapter when we discuss the axial anomaly in QCD.

Before we do this however, it is useful to check the factorisation scheme dependence

of our results. we shall investigate this by carrying out the factorisation with another

choice of infrared cut-off (on the virtuality of the quark in the ioop). This corresponds

to subtracting out a different slice of the total phase space - and hence to a different two-

quark-jet definition [25]. The cut-off on the virtuality is r dependent with respect to the

k27 crtt-off,equ.(132). The small ø part of the nucleon structure functions is described by

Regge theory whilst the large ø region is described by resonance production at realistic

e2. Therefore, an r dependent cut-off might be convenient in a fuil non-perturbative

analysis of the structure functions. We shall also look at a few related gluon fusion

processes to check whether the local photon-gluon interaction could be observable in

different experiments'

\Me now consid.er a cut-off on the quark virtuality 124, 25] and evaluate the box

graph loop integrals with the constraint 0(m2 - ¡tz - 12). One must be careful to apply

the same restriction to m2 - 12 in the crossed box (box 2)' From equ.(111) we know

lhai m2 - ¡rz > 4- - f, whenever m2 - u2 < 12, md vice versa. For consistencY, we

should. constrain m2 - k, S +- f2 in both boxes. This extra constraint has little effect

when e2 >12. The virtuality cut-offis consistent with positive kfi. whenever12 > P2

(see equ.(182)). We set Q2 > P2,*2,12. The cut-otr (*' - k') > 12 is equivalent to
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evaluating the 4 integrals between 2"# < q < 2' We find

L,o(r,Q' ,,P',*2,f2) -

rrfir" - t)(t" # -rnr - t) *
2m2 - Pzr(2r-7) (143)

Q.g

l22tr

which has the frrst moment

Gr(r2) : -#*,(å . t, -'#) Q44)

where e : #. Gf P2 ( f2 we have to be careful not to include any negative lczr' Fot

*2 <r2 we then fi.nd. Gr(fr) : -#Nr(r-.+e'+((1-()1'e) lz+t.) The factorisation,\ /
procedure is compieted by setting *2 : P2 :0 whence Gr(12) : -#N¡t' The

virtuality cut-off yields a contribution at infrnity which is one half of what we found

with the k2y ufi-otr 124,,251' The contribution to Gr "at infi'nity" depends upon the r

dependence of the infra-red cut-off. There is no unique way to define "infrnity" ' The

factorisation scheme depend.ence of G1 was frrst pointed out by Kolya Nikolaev, Tony

Thomas and myself in ref. [25]. It was later taken up by Manohar in a series of papers

[67, 93].

The cut-off on the transverse momentum squared opens up the maximum amount of

phase space wiih which to ¿efrne the two-quark-jet events [S4]. If v/e are at large k2, thetr

we are also at large m2 -k2. This result follows from equ'(132) whereby m2 - k' > kT'

The converse d.oes not hold. (We can be at a very large virtuaiity but small k27 when

r --+ 1.) Furthermore, the dynamics of the problem lie in the plane in Lorentz space

defi,ned by pP and. qP. Since k,l. is orthogonal to this plane, any cut-off on the transverse

momentum squared will not violate any symmetries of the interaction' It is not clear

that any other form of cut-off (eg. which encroaches into the pþ qþ plane) will have this

nice property. (I.would like thank v. Gribov for discussions on this point [94]') These

two points suggest that the kl, ,;rú-otr is the preferred, method by which to define the

factorisation.
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4.4 Comparison with Other Processes

In the preceding sections we have spent much effort anaiysing spin dependent

photon-gluon fusion in the IPM. However, there is nothing in the box calculation that

is not already in QED. Transfering from the soft gluon to a soft photon just muitiplies

the group factor ? by two. This means that the total r integrated spin dependent

asymmetry equ.(77) for (hard f)*(soft ^[) -- e*e- has a finite contribution from a local

photon photon interaction.

We now look at two other physical processes to see whether the local photon gluon

interaction might be observable in different experiments. The flrst process is unpolarised

DIS and the box graphs relevant to F2(r). Next we consider the spin dependent

asymmetry for gg ---+ cc, which is the leading parton process which contributes to the

spin dependent asymmetry for pp --+ cõX.

Unpolarised Photon-Gluon Fusion

The cross section for unpolarised hard photon (large Q2) soft gluon (soft P2)

scattering is denoted by o(r,Qz,P2,*2). At one loop ø(r, Q2,P2,-2) i, calculated

from the optical theorem as

o(*,Qz,P2,*2):-'+# |
1^^
no 

i¡oi*t'lt ¡(k + m)l*(A + k +

+'yj(îr + *)t*(A+ k + -)t¡G'

,a, (2tr)6((p - k)2 - *2)6((q + Ð2 - *2)
aÆ

ùt{î'+m)1¡(î,-p+*)

+q-n+m)7¡(È-n+*¡1

(145)

Here, gT, : diagfO; -1, -1,0]. The phase space and kinematics are the same as for Ao,

and the tricks for simplifying the Dirac algebra apply here too. For the numerator in

box 1, the Dirac algebra yields

lliu' - *')' + (k' - *2)(q.p + kî) + kî(kî + Q2 + p') +Tn"')
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For the crossed box (box 2) we find

kT 2kT-q.p+Q2+P21

4
(147)

The next step is write lcz -m2 andkl, in terms of our variable r7. After a lengthy (bui

straightforward) calculation following sections 4.2 arrd 4.3 we evaluate the 4 integrals

corresponding to kT > L'. \Mith this restriction on the total phase space we obtain

o(*rQz , P2,rnz,lt') :

?*,lrr.' - 2r ttl (tnf #l + h(1: 3 
) - t)2tr ' L'

-t (2r2 - 2r t t)t'(ffi) + r(t - r)
(2m2 - P2 2r2 -zr+r))

*(7 - *)P2 + +^

Here, we have set Q2 > 42. The moments of o àre given by

d,r r"-r o(*,Q2 , Pt ,*')
1

F-: t'"J
n

(14s)

(14e)

r* - #N¡(tlò*r"#
where (llÐ*: Ii ¿" ,n-1(2r2 -2r * 1). Hence, F,, is dominated by integration over

k?rin - [42, Q2]for each n (including ,:7).This is the same situation a,s occurs with

the higher (" >_ 2) moments of Ao in the polarised case. Any pointlike piece will be

swamped by the large logarithm.

Spin Dependent Gluon-Gluon Fusion

The spin dependent asymmetry for gg -> cõ receives a contribution from each of the

two graphs in Fig. 7. It contributes to the asymmetry for pp -+ cõX via the convolution

11
Ad : I * I * otrro, tt2)L'g(r6' tr2)L'oss-""(íto'*o'#''"(42)) (150)

00

Here, Lg(*,.A.2) represents the IPM spin dependent gluon distribution of the proton

(a) and anti-proto" (b); W2 is the invariant mass squared of the cõ jets. The hard
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factor L.onn-"2(r,ff,o"(lt')) i. the spin dependent asymmetry for producing cc with

transverse momentum squared kT > L' . It receives contributions from the two Feynman

graphs shown in Fig 7 (plus the cross terms). Here, we shall be interested only in the

box contribution which mimics the QED process: two soft photons with large centre of

mass energy d.ecay lo p+ tt-. This box contribution may be deduced from our previous

calculation (equ.(136)) by moving to a different kinematic region. We work in the centre

of mass frame. One gluon originates from the proton (momentu^ Pt) with momentum

pþ : roP# I pr. The other gluon originates from the antiproton (momentum Pf ) with

momentum qþ : raP{ I qr. \Me consider high energy pÞ so t]nat Eo,Ea Þ rn (even

within the gg centre of mass frame). The invariu.r.t Àu,.. squared for the gg --+ cõ process

Here, WIU is the invariant mass squared of the pp system. Since W2 : Q'+ - Pz in

terms of the Bjorken variable, it follows that the gluon fusion process corresponds to

the r ---+ 0 limit of equ.(136). \Me choose to look for cõ jets with k'zT > Â2 where the

acceptance threshold is constrained by the kinematics to be ¡z < lW'- rn2. In the

linit W2 > A2 we complete the factorisation and find

1S

errors

W2 : (p + q)2 :  norbDoÛa: roraWSp

L,oon-æ(r,#,o"(^')) :#lt -t # -#*)
:#|.'-''#-rnror6.ffi1

(151)

(152)

which is dominated by the large (42 dependeni) iogarithm. Here (and in the correspond-

ing QED process .yl -- p+ tt) any local term would be lost among the experimental
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Figure 7. The spin dependent asymmetry for gg ---+ cõ receives a contribution from

each of the two graphs in Fig. 7.

ñ
þ
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4.5 Gluonic Effects and the g{") Data : the convolution

As we mentioned. in section 4.1 the exclusive two-quark-jet contribution to 91(r) is

given by the convolution

(153)

where Lg(r) is the spin dependent gluon distribution of the proton' In the absence of

any ind.ependent measurement of Lg(") (eg. in polarised pÞ -+ cõx or prompt photon

production [g5]) we need to d.educe a phenomenological parametrisation for A9(z). In

the parton model Lg(*,42) is interpreted in A1 : 0 gauge as the difference between

the z distributions of gluons with pT < L'which are polarised in the same direction as

the proton's polarisation and where the gluons are polarised in the opposite direction

to the proton's polarisation' Thus, we expect

(154)

One experimental parametrisation for g(r,Q2) "r Q' :4GeY2 is [96]

1

elq(,) : i j * onr,, Ìt2)L',n-qd(:,#, o"(¡"))
t)

Lg(*) : (gI - s\(*) < s("): (sr + eIX")

\Me shali consider a form

r9(r,Q' : +GeV2): 0.88(1 + 9r)(1 - *)4

Ag(") : r" g(r)

(155)

(156)

This is the hardest possible Lg(") that we can write down consistent with the above

inequaiity 125,26]. The EMC low r data was measured. at < 82 ): 4GeV2. Hen.e,

our choice for Ag(r) ailows us to directly estimate the gluon component in this part

of the data. In Fig. 8 we show the two-light-quark-jet contribution to the EMC data

with A2 : Q2 : 4GeV2. We plot the combinatior, (gPMCd*'+ gTEXr), where glE(r)
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is evaluated via equ.(153). This plot allows us to see the gluonic contribution to the

EMC data on g{r) at a giance. The hard parton scattering cross section is taken from

equ.(136). For c - 0.9,0.8,0.7 and 0.2 we find. that Ag : [] ar Lg(r) - 0.5,0.6,0.8

and 4.0 respectively. The contribution to g{r) is concentrated at small r and lies well

within the experimental errors where data is available'

The earliest calculations of the gluonic contribution to g{r) are due to Altarelli

and Stirling [gT] who choose to replace the hard photon-gluon scattering cross section

by a delta function at one. As correctly pointed out by Ellis et al. 1271, this leads to a

gluon contribution (from Ag(")) that is much too inflated at large z, where the data is

recorded. The authors of ref.l27] chose to calculate the two-quark-jet piece without any

cut-off on the k$ or on the virtuality, and set P2 < m2 - 0 when they evaluated the

box for light quarks. Hence, their calculation is sensitive to the ln(1 - z) singularity.

This leads to a two-quark-jet cross section that is further inflated at large r than the

large kf- results presented here. The soft acceptance cut-off on the iets' kl implies the

kinematic constraint on ø in the box, equ.(138). This has the effect of shielding the

convoiution from the ln(1 - z) singularity. Indeed, we find L'o(n*or): 0 in equ'(136)

for flnite It2 and. Q2, The k$ cut-off softens the r dependence of the gluon induced

two-quark-jet contribution to 91(r).

It has been suggested l27l fhaf even at the relatively low Q' of the EMC experiment

charm quark production could, give a significant contribution to. gt(r). Unfortunately

that paper contains a mistake in the sign of the charm contribution (viz. equ.(75))'

The calculation of gf'(r) is shown in Fig. 9. Here, r¡/e use the same parametrisation for

Lg(") and the cross section for hard photon-gluon fusion is evaluated with m :2GeY .

Again, we find a negligible contribution to gt(x).

Brodsky and Schmidt have suggested the parametrisatton
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Aq(r)l ,, : Lfur, - *)n - 4(r -')u - (r - ,)ul (157)
¿\ /tuv rl. I

using arguments from lighi-cone dynamics [98]. This corresponds to A9 : 7'2 and is

supposed, to hold at the nucleon scale A2 - 1GeV2. In Fig' 10 we show the larye kl' > lt2

two-quark-jetcontributionstogl(r)atQ2:4GeY2frombothlightandcharmquarks

with the Brodsky and schmidt ag(r). once again, the IPM two-quark-jet contribution

is at small r - outside the range of the current data'

We have emphasised the difference between the IPM and OPE results for the hard

photon-gluon scattering factor in the convolution, equ.(153)' we found ihat cs(n) I

Lo(n) and that these two quantities have different first moments. This observation does

not afIèct our conclusion that Lg(*) is not relevant to the experimentally determined

sum-rulebetween3,min:0.01and'r__ L,aS.weshowinFig'll.Toillustratethiswe

have calculated the combination (gf *" + gTSX") with the Brodsky and Schmidt gluon

distribution Ag(r)s5 and the Wilson coefficient distribution Cs(r,4"), which has been

evaluated in the M S r.normalisation scheme as [73, 74]

cn(*,#,*"(n'): #*,1(r' - rl(r' #.r,7- t) * 2(, -')] (15s)

Fig. 11 shows both the light and charm quark contributions to (gl*" + gTnX')'

In summary, the gluonic contribution to gt(*) is essentially outside the present data;

it is at too low r. This means that the large Ag hypothesis cannot be used to reconcile

the EMC data with the Ellis-Jaffe sum-rule. Similar calculations have also appeared in

refs. [84, 99, 100].
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Figure 8. Here we show the two light-quark jet contribution to the EMC data

witlr Á,2 : 82 : 4GeY2. We plot the combination lrEMCdata + øfE)(t¡, where gTE(t)

is evaluated via equ.(153). We use the form Ag(") : r" g(r) where 9(r) is given

by equ.(1bb) [96]. Results are sh.own for a - 0.9,0.8,0.7 and 0.2 corresponding to

Lg :0.5,0.6,0.8 and 4.0 respectively. This gluonic contribution to 91(r) is concentrated

at small r - essentially outside the range of the EMC data'
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Figure 9. The two charm-quark jet contribution to the EMC data with L2 : Q2 :

4GeY2. We plot the combination (gPMcdata + giõX"), where gî¿@) is evaluated via

equ.(153). We use the form Lg(*) : r"g(r) where 9(r) is given by equ.(155) [96].

Results are shown for a : 0.8 and 0.2 corresponding to Lg :0.6 and 4.0 respectively.

The charm quark contribution to 9t(r) is negligible at the Q' of the EMC experiment;

it is concentrated at small r - essentially outside the range of the EMC data.
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Figure 10. Here we show the large kT > r\,2 two-quark-jet contributions to 9{r)

ú Q2 : 4GeY2 from both light and charm quarks with the Brodsky and Schmidt

Â'g(*), which is defined at a scale Â2 : 1GeV2 [9S] We plot the combination

lnEMCdata + glqX"). Once again, the IPM two-quark-jet contribution is at small ¿

- outside the range of the current data.
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Figure 11. I1ere we plot (gfMt + gTEXt) with the Brodsky and Schmidt gluon

distribution ag(r)35 [9S] and the wilson coefÊcient distribution cs(n,d"), which has

been evaluated. in rhe MS renormalisation scheme 173,741. We show boih the iight and

charm quark contributions to (glr" +gTnx"). This opE gluonic contribution to g1(r)

is at small r. The observation that Cn(*,ar) and Ao(o) have different first moments

does not a,fIêct our conclusion that Ag(t) is not relevant to the EMC data'
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5. Axial Anomalies and 7t(r)

5.1 Introduction

In chapter 4 we argued that the EMC data on gt(r) receives a negligible contribution

from Ag(r) after we ca ry out the convolution. This sti[ leaves the problem of how

to explain the violation of the Ellis-Jaffe sum-rule (viz. as : 0) observed by EMC.

The faiiure of the Ellis-Jaffe hypothesis represents a vioiation of the OZI (or Zweig's)

Rule [101]. If the Ellis-Jaffe sum-rule lvere an exact symmetry of nature we would have

Aqo : Aqs independent of scale. Instead, ihe EMC data revealt Aqo : 0.72 t 0'23 in

contrast with Aqs : 0.68t0.03, which is extracted from hyperon B deca"y measurements'

The flavoui singlet axial charge of the proton Lqo(Qz) is about two standard deviations

below the quark model expectatiot at Q2 - 10GeV2'

There is another, quite famous, anomalous effect associated with the fl.avour singlet

axial-vector current: the U(1) problem of QCD [102-105]. The current' A0, acts as an

interpolating field for the ,7' -"ron

a ,r.cl, f ( ùlrt' Q) >: iqt,f n,e-iq'*
(15e)

Here f ,, is the 4' d""u,y constant. Simiiarly, the non-singlet axial currents can be used to

defrne interpolating operators for the 0- meson octet - the would-be Goldstone bosons

of chiral SU(2)¿8SU(2)¿. However, there is no analogy of PCAC in the flavour singlet

channel. The 17' is too massive to be a would,-be Goldstone boson [106] (ræ,,, : 95BMeV).

It remains massive even in the chiral limit where we set the quark masses I'o zero. Clearly,

one has to be very careful when making phenomenological predictions with ,4f .

We aiso have to resolve the apparent discrepancy between the OPE and IPM results

for the first moment of the hard part of the spin dependent asymmetry for photon-gluon

fusion. As we saw in chapter 3, the first moment of the OPE coeffi'cient distribution
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relevant to g1(r) is [} dn Cn(*,o") : 0' This contrasts with the IPM result where we

found, a finite contributior 101 d,n L,o(r) : -# from very larye k$ - q2 in the Bjorken

limit

Both of these effects have a natural explanation in terms of the axial anomaly in

QCD [66], which we now discuss'

5.2 The Axial AnomalY

The axial anomaly is a renormalisation effect associated with the axial vector

current. There are no twist two and. spin one, gauge invariant, local gluonic operators

for A0, to mix with under renormalisation. Nevertheless, the renormalisation of the

axial vector current is non-trivial in any interacting gauge theory. It is well known that

one cannot renormalise Ar:q^,tfl¡qin a gauge invariant manner and stiil satisfy the

canonical divergence equation AP Al, - D 7 : 2m4i'Ys8 This is one statement of the axial

anomaly [66]'

At first glance the axial vector current looks like a gauge invariant operator' How-

ever, the renormalisation of. A, involves gauge depend'ent counterterms - in particular

the Chern Simons current kr' In QCD

k?"o : #,rou,nilao 
al -!or"u"af u:) (160)

Herc B# is the gluon field operator, g is the gluon coupling constant and fo6. are the

structure constants of the gauge group SU(3)' In QED

kîuo :9rr^oflga6xgÞ (161)

where Bp isnow the photon fi.eld operator. (Henceforth we use B, to denote the gluon

or photon fi,eids arlð. A, to denote the axial-vector current') In general, two different
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renormalisation prescriptions .R and A' may yield renormalised axial vector currents

that differ by a multiple of k¡r, viz.

Arla, - Apla i "kpln, (162)

If we define the symmetry current Af by

ôP Al, - D7 :2m4i'ys8 (i63)

then one can show [66] that the gauge invariantly renormalised axial vector current is

Aî,' : '+s, + tc, (164)

The divergence of the Chern Simons term defines the gauge invariant topological charge

density [103]

aþlrt, : ffncr,ãr' (16b)

Here G¡,, is the giuon (photon) field tensor in QCD (QED) ar,d ã¡,, : lerroBG"P is

the corresponding dual tensor. Since k, is gauge dependent it follows from equ.(163)

that the symmetry current Af is also gauge dependent. The renormalisation mismatch

between satisfying gauge invariance and the canonical equation of motion equ.(164)

defines the axial anomaly. The anomaly was discovered in QED perturbation theory

by Adler and by Bell and Jackiw [66] who showed that it correctly predicts the (finite)

cross section for r.0 -- 27. This decay was previously unexplained and is forbidden

without the anomaly. Since D¡ ís a soft operator (with dimension 3) the symmetry

current is scale independent; it is not renormalised. The gauge invariant axial current

Af;I is multiplicatively renormalised, viz.

tî'(pt) : zs(p| -, p\AîI Q'3) (166)

It has an anomalous dimension which starts at two loops in perturbation theory. All of

the scale dependence is in the renormalisation of k, 168].
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We now consider the consequences of the QCD axial anomaly for the first moment

of g{r). The gauge invariant axial current appears in the OPE. Since kf"'is flavour

independent there will be no anomaly contribution to the non-singlet axial vector

currents ,4| and A|. (These currents are not renormalised.) The QCD axial anomaly is

important when we consider the flavour singlet axial vector current A!. For this reason

it is often called the strong U(1) anomaly.

The matrix element ol A}rbetween proton states with momentum p, and,f, has the

form (q, : (p - p')p)

< p, SlAIlp' , s )": 2msrG\o(q') + qrq.scor(q') (167)

If we define the form factor rc(q2) by the divergence

q. s o(q2) : 1 p, s lDo, * Tl'¡* rlt*nc *cuv lpl s ) c

then the anomalous divergence equationfor A0, reads [28,707]

2rncoA(qz) + q' Gop(q') : o(q')

(168)

(16e)

The quantity measured by EMC is 2m\,qs : G%(q' : 0). Since A! does not couple to

any massless bosons (even in the chiral limit) there are no zero mass poles in G0p(q2).

We find

2m\,qs: o(0) (170)

The singlet axial charge is a measure of the gluonic topological charge (or instanton)

density in the proton [108, 109]. This result differs from the naive parton model which

has no explicit gauge degrees of freedom and, hence, no anomaly. The strong U(1)

anomaly must catalyse the apparent violation of. OZI seen by EMC 128,, 291. 't Hooft

has argued [102] that the anomaly successfully explains the U(1) problem in QCD.

However, this subject is still a matter of controversy [103-105].
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The anomaly also means that A96 does not measure quark spin. In the naive

parton model one can write down a Lagrangian and derive the Noether spin current

corresponding to conservation of angular momentum. In the parton's rest frame the

Pauli Lubanski spin operator defines the intrinsic spin operators [110]

.9 dt* (Wtfltq) lc:7,2,3 (171)

The ,9¡ are time independent for massless quarks; they satisfy the algebra of SU(2) spin.

The angular momentum tensor in QCD receives contributions from both quark and

gluonic operators [110]. After rvr/e carry out the renormalisation it no longer makes sense

to call any operator purely fermionic or bosonic. Even the scale independent Af is

sensitive to the gluon fields through its gauge dependence. Nevertheless, suppose that

we try to construct an intrinsic spin operator for quarks in the renormalised theory

following the free fermion result. Only the operators Sf : I dt*,a,f wil satisfy exact

SU(2). These operators are gauge dependent and have gauge dependent eigenstates.

The spin å "quark" defined Lv S! is a gauge artifact! It is not observable. One might

also consider the gauge invariant Sî'(p'): ! d3r lît(p').At any given scale ¡;fr we

are free to choose the overall normalisation so that the ,S¿Gr satisfy the commutation

relations of SU(2). However, the scale dependenceof AfI(¡t2) m"uttr that at any other

scale ¡f I p3 *" lose SU(2), viz.

lsft , sf I)(u\ : ie¿¡¡25(r'3 - p\sfl0r') (172)

The renormalisation group factor Zt(p'o -- ltz) starts at two loops in perturbation theory

(Fig. rZ) and has the form 25 : (7 + O(a2)h#). It is essentially trivial in QED and

in electroweak theory due to the small coupling and large M?r, M', respectively

k
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Figure 12. The flavour singlet axial current has a two loop anomalous dimension in

perturbation theory.
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In QCD there are reasons for believing that 25 may be signifrcantly different from

one. One might choose to set þ3 - 0.2GeV2 where we expect quark models to be a good

semiclassical approximation to QCD. This assumption has been made by Gluck and

Reya [111] who chose an Ellis-Jaffehypothesis "t p3 - 0.2GeV2. Explicit calculations

[112] show that one cannot reconcile this quark model expectation with the EMC data

by purely perturbative evolution alone. The large OZI violation observed by EMC at

Q2 - 10GeV2 is suggestive of a large Zs factor between the starting scale and where we

trust perturbative QCD (p' > tGeV2). Such an effect has been discussed in refs. [69]

and [70]. How might it be observed in data ? Resonances are seen at large ø (> 0.8).

Thus, any rapid scale dependence of gl(r,Q2) herc would be lost in the resonance

"noise". At small t one could expect a clear signal. Here, "small x" is defined as au¡ay

from the resonance region in r that \¡/e are familiar with from unpolarised DIS. Does

scaling set in smoothly (like in unpolarised DIS) or is there any evidence for a phase

transition at low r ? At present there is no data which could anslvr/er this question. If

instantons are responsible for confinement it is reasonable to expect a phase transition

in Ag¡ between hadronic degrees of freedom ¡f < 0.5GeV2 and quark-gluon degrees of

freedom ¡-,,2 > 2GeY2. An experiment to look at the onset of scaling would certainly be

worthy of consideration and might provide a test of instanton models of confinement.

One extra comment is in order here. The constituent quarks in our low energy

models are not QCD quarks in that they do not couple to the full non-abelian gauge

field. Confinement is usually built into the models by assuming an antisymmetric

wavefunction in colour space, which follows from the Pauli principle. Thus, the

constituent quarks are really only sensitive to electromagnetic gauge degrees of freedom

through their electric charges. In making the Gluck and Reya hypothesis [111] we

are marrying together two different pictures, which we hope are equivalent at the low

energy scale of the model. The quark models are mean field theories so that any short
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distance correlations are averaged out to zero. This includes the anomaly as a short

distance renormalisation effect. For this reason, gluonic exchange currents [113] and

pionic corrections [11a] are unable to accomodate the larye OZI violation in Aq¡ in even

the most sophisticated of bag models. One needs to generalise these models to include

the anomaly - perhaps via the U(1) effective action of QCD [115, 116]. Some progress

has been made in this area [117, 118].

One might also consider Aqe in the large Iú" limii of QCD [119, 120]. Non

abelian gauge theories like QCD simplify tremendously in the gedanken limit of a large

number of colours (large ¡úr). Large combinatorial factors arise in the loop graphs of

perturbation theory and one can calculate interactions to a given porvr/er in the number

of colours. The coupling constant is normalised in the new theory by g : g¡,n[, å with

96 fixed. This corresponds to the gluon self energy - 1 as we increase N", viz. a stable

gauge vacuum. Quark loops behave "r # and are suppressed. Thus, Zweig's rule and

the Ellis-Jaffe sum-rule are exact in the large l/" limit of QCD.

Witten has pointed out the similarities between this large If" suppression of the

sea and our valence quark picture of the nucleon [120]. In many interactions one can

treat 3 as a good approximation to oo! The failure of the Ellis-Jaffe hypothesis and the

derivation by Witten tlnat m2r, - /y'.-t [121] indicate that the large -ly'" approximation

fails in the presence of the anomaly.

Brodsky et al. [23] have investigated the proton spin protrlem within a particular

version of the Skyrme model of the proton. The singlet axial vector current ,4.! decouples

from the proton at leading order in l/" in this model. They claim this result as a success

of the Skyrme model over more conventional quark models like the bag. In view of the

restoration of OZI at iarge lú. this caiculation should be treated with suspicion. It is

well known that the Skyrme model prediction for g¿ falls short by a factor of two. Thus

the Skyrme model is unable to reproduce even the Bjorken sum-rule, equ.(73).
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We now discuss the axial anomaly in perturbation theory to help clarrify the ideas

presented above. This discussion will also help to resolve the apparent discrepancy of

-#Lg between ihe OPE and IPM results for the first moment of g1(r).

ï Ys% E Ysq.

It

,
þ t

Figure 13. The axial anomaly is calculated in perturbation theory via the Adler-

Bell-Jackiw (vector, vector, axial-vector) triangle diagram. The external vector legs

may be either photons or gluons. They carry momentum p, and Çp and have transverse

polarisatioî e þ: fr{O;1, +i,0).
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5.3 The Axial Anomaly in Perturbation Theory

The axial anomaly was discovered by Adler and by Bell and Jackiw [66] within QED

perturbation theory. There are many excellent reviews of this subject 1722,7231. Here,

we briefly review the Adler-Bell-Jackiw (ABJ) results and explain how they relate to

the IPM.

\Me start by considering the amplitud.e Lt .,p(p,q) for the vector, lrË"tor, axial-vector

(VVA) triangle graph, which is shown in Fig. 13. The external vector legs may be either

photons or gluons. They carry momentum p, and q, and have transverse polarisation

,þ : hQ; 1, ti,0). In QED perturbation theory Lt .,p(p,g) is calculated from the

Feynman rules as

Lpop(p.,q) : -igz
1

k+p-m a

ktr-kr+a,

11
1 ^lP1 ^ 1P'15K-m, lc-q-rn

* (a <-+ þ,p * q)

(173)

The VVA triangle amplitude Lp,,p(p,g) has a superficial linear divergence which induces

a surface term when we shift the loop momentum

(174)

The shift variable ø, has the general form

ap : (a -f b)pp Í bqp (175)

inFig. 13a. (Weswapp/, <->qrinthecrossgraphFig. l3btosatisfyBosesymmetry.)

If L,roB(p,glø) denotes the shifted triangle amplitude then the surface term is

L,,oB(p, ql") - Lt o¡(p,ql0) : -fiepx,oo(p - q)^ (176)

The triangle amplitude is defined up to a polynomial in the external momenta.

The surface term is the two photon matrix element of the gauge dependent Chern-

Simons t.rrn kfED in equ.(L61). The general VVA amplitude does not satisfy current
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conservation at the vector legs. One finds

p" Lt op(p, qlù l o I qP L*,8@, q1") (177)

in perturbation theory. Gauge invariance holds only for a particular choice of. a¡r, which

defines the physical VVA amplitude. The surface term has divergence

-(p + q)'e)#q 
^op(p 

- q)r : !,r^opp^q' (178)

which is the two photon matrix element of the topological charge #F.F. The same

calculation holds in QCD perturbation theory where we replace the external photon legs

by gluons. (There is an extra group factor f : I in the QCD expression fo, LroB(p,q).)

In QCD the surface term equ.(176) is the two gluon matrix element 
"f kfcD . The three

gluon part of kfl"o does not contribute to the ABJ triangle amplitud.e.

The restoration of gauge invariance via the surface term is only one procedure for

defining the gauge invariant triangle amplitude. The anomaly k, contribution arises

in any gauge invariant renormalisation scheme (eg. minimal subtraction l72al or the

Pauli-Villars technique [66]). In the Pauli-Villars procedure the M ---+ oo regulator

leaves behind the finite anomaly term after the divergence is subtracted out.

The forward limit p: -q of the VVA triangle amplitude ApoB(p,q) is relevant to

g{n). The OPE tells us that the first moment of the one-loop spin deperident asymmetry

for photon-gluon fusion (L,o(r,Q2,P2,m2) in chapter 4) is given by the forward

matrix element of the axial-vector current in the scaling lillrtit Q2 -) oo. The cross

section L,o(r,Q2,P2,m2) is equal to the sum of the O(ar) gluonic Wiison coefficient

disiribution and the spin dependent quark distribution of the gluon Lqtt"on(r). This

quark distribution is defined by the absorptive part of the forward VVA amplitudes,

which are obtained by replacing A, by the general spin-even axial-tensor operator
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W+ls(D¡)'"q in equ. (173). In 81 : 0 gauge, Lqnluon is given by [73, 87,725]

2p¡Lqttuo" (*) : -ig2zN ¡T

l#tç-#rur(k-p)'-*2)
T't(k + m)ê.(îc - p + @e(îc I *)t+ts1 (t7o)

(k2 -,rn2)2

We may evaluate this amplitude via minimal subtraction. In this case the anomaly

depends on how we continue the 75 into the regulator dimensions.

The correct procedure was established by 't Hooft and Veltmat ]2a]. Gauge

invariant regularisation is equivalent to the continuation

hp,7sÌ+:o þ:0,7,2,3
(180)

l'Yr,'Yul- :0 /-¿ : regulator dimensions

where 115: i^{o1rt'yz^ls. (The choi." {'yp,7s}+ :0 Vp defines the symmetry current

As, viz. no anomaly.) Clearly, the axial anomaly is in the definition of 'ys. There will

be gauge dependent counterterms associated with each of the higher spin axial tensor

operators |t+ls(Da)"g. These gauge dependent counterterms can be isolated in QED

by calculating the surface terms corresponding to the momentum shift k, --+ kr l a,

in the general VVA amplitude. There will be a contribution to the surface terms

from the gauge invariant operators F+o(0+)2"-t F"+ due to operator mixing under

renormalisation. These terms are subtracted out to isolate the gauge dependent

counterterm.

Returning to the expression equ.(179) for L,qgt"o"(r), the delta functions are

evaluated via the k1 and k- integrals. We evaluate the Dirac trace in 4 * e regulator

dimensions and find

Lqel"o"(r) :

*#*,r-" I d3r'tr

Here ¡,r,2 is the renormalisation scale. The overall positive (negative) sign indicates a left

(right) handed gluon polarisation. The trnTG - r) term comes from the continuation

(kT + *\(r - 2*) - 2m2(r - r) - 2+¿kTG - ï)
(kT+n'12+P2r(7-"))2

( 181)
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of 75 into the regulator dimensions. If no ultraviolet cut-off is imposed the k$ integral

develops a ] pole. This pole cancels wifh fi¿kTQ - r)to give a frnite contribution in

the limit e --+ 0. This is the axial anomaly. The dimensionally regulated expression for

Lqstuon(ï) is

z.qsluon(î) : *#*,1,? - 1o -rln4n)(1 - 2*)

-t (2r- 1) rn ta#.9+ 1 - *rÆcõ]
(182)

Here 7p is the Euler constant. The first term proportional to (lln+Ir-4r) contains the

ultraviolet divergence. It is subtracted out into the operator renormalisation constant

leaving the finite quark distribution. \Me evaluate

1 t+ff-t
)l (183)d,r l'qotuon(r) :: a a¿s

2n 1+# t+g+1
1

ln

0

which is exactly the first moment of L,o(r,Qz , P' ,rn2) without any infra-red cut-off (cf.

equ.(131) in chapter  ). The unity factor in equ.(1-83) is the anomaly and the non-local

$ t.rtn is the one-loop forward matrix element of the pseud.oscalar density 2mfuilsQ.

Since the anomaly is an ultraviolet (large kT - oo) effect it contributes to the triangle

amplitudes if we impose an infra-red cut-off on the kl or, equivalently, on the quark

virtuality rn2 - k2. (Recall that these two cut-offs are related by equ.(132) ). Of course,

one should be careful to use the sarne choice of infra-red cut-off for both Aø(r) and

4'qsl"o"(:x).

5.4 Locality and the Parton Model

The new physics content is that there is a large kT - oo contribution to the

spin dependent quark distribution in the scaling limit, which was not anticipated in

the original parton papers of Gribov and Lipatov [78]. The IPM was developed with
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the OPE results for DIS in mind. Factorisation of mass singularities is similar to the

calculation of the Wilson coefficients in the OPE. We would like our parton model to

reproduce the rigorous OPE result that the spin dependent gluon distribution does not

contribute to the first moment of 91(r). \Mhen we applied the OPE to the spin dependent

photon gluon fusion process we found that the \arye kl - 82 term is included in the

quark distribution. It corresponds to the two gluon matrix element of the anomal.ous

Chern-Simons term associated with the axial-vector current. (At O(a2r) there will be

a contribution to spin dependent photon-gluon fusion associated wiih the non-abelian

part of kfl"o , which should also be included in the quark distribution. It could only

be isolated after detailed renormalisation calculation.) The IPM and OPE approaches

to DIS can be reconciled if we supplement the IPM with a ne'w locality condition.

The gluon distributions are to be defined as generating a non-local interaction between

the gluon and the hard photon in the DIS process. The quark distribution contains

all partons which make a local interaction with the photon. In this picture, the local

photon gluon interaction is a renormalisation effect associated with the gluonic dressing

of the quark partons.

Thus, the anomaly contributes ro g1(r) through Lq(*,Q2) for any target. It is

convoluted with the quark coefficient distribution Cqs@) : 6(r - 1) + O(t') in the

OPE expression for g{r) (equ.(70)). In principle the anomaly can be manifest over a

complete range of r - even in the "valence region" r ) 0.2. Some authors have noticed

that kfcD and the Noether spin current for gluons coincide in light-one gauge B+ : 0

127, 22,87] (see also [74, 107]). \Mith this is mind, they suggested that one might use

the forward proton matrix element of kfcD to define the first moment of Ag(r) in the

factorisation only IPM. The higher moments of Ags(r) and Ag(r) would be defined

by the gauge invariant .R1 operators in section 3.2. In this picture, the IPM parton

distributions would differ from their OPE counterparts only in their first moment, or
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equivalently, by a gauge dependent term proportional io ó(r), which has no effect on

practical calculations.

Carlítz et al. [87] have suggested that the axial anomaly should be characterised

by two-quark-jet events with large kT - 8'. If this is correct then we should expect

to see these events over all r in both polarised and unpolarised DIS. (Recall that 9{r)

is measured in the difference of two spin dependent deep inelastic muon-proton cross

sections - the sum of which defines the unpolarised structure function. Cross sections

are positive defrnite by defrnition. Any effect seen in the difference of two positive

quantities is seen in their sum.) A signiflcant two-quark-jet cross section at large r in

unpolarised DIS has no place in our understanding of the unpolarised gluon distribution.

Furthermore, as we discuss in chapter 6 infra-red effects in QCD mean that one cannot

isoiate the axial anomaly from the axial-vector current. For this reason, I expect that

the cross section for two quark jet events wifh kl - Q2 will be found to be negligible if

any experiment is made to measure it. This does not necessarily imply a small anomaly

contribution to Aq6. We mentioned in section 4.5 that Altarelli and Stirling [97] had

investigated the possibility of reconciling the EMC data with the Ellis-Jaffe hypothesis

by invoking a large Ag in the proton. Following previous work [21, 22],, they tried to

relate L,g to the anomaly in an IPM defined purely by factorisation. They convoluted

Lg(") with ó(r - 1) giving a gluon contribution that was much too inflated at large z.

However, the preceding argument shows that they rvl/ere on the righi track - only that

the axiai anomaly has nothing to do with A9(r).

\Me mentioned above that there will be anomalous (gauge dependent) counterterms

associated with each of the spin-odd axial-tensor operators, which define Aq("). The

spin dependent valence d.istribution L'qy(n) : (qI - qlxr) - (ql - qJX") could be

measured. in polarised DIS with a polarised proton target and (anti-)neutrino beam in

the parity odd structure function g3(r). It is formally defined by the forward proton
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matrix elements of the spin-even axial tensor operatort 4(0)f+f¡(D+)'"-tq(0) via ihe

quark light-cone correlation functions in equs.(61-63) in section 3.4. The spin-even

axial-tensor operators have odd charge conjugation. The spin-even gluonic operators

G+"(0XD+)2"-2G"+(0) are even under charge conjugation and do not contribute to

DIS. There is no operator mixing between quark and gluonic operators with Lqv@).

Similarly, we cannot construct a generalised spin-even, gluonic Chern-Simons term with

odd charge conjugation. This means that the valence distribution is anomaly free. The

polarised analogy to the Gross-Llewellyn Smith sum-rule 1726],, viz.

1

I dr si+'@; : (Aqv)o (1s4)

0

(above the charm production threshold) does measure a valence quark spin component

in the proton.

\Me now further investigate the role of the axial anomaly in polarised DIS through a

polarised photon target. The spin dependent structure fuRction g{n) of the polarised

photon is accessible to experiment.
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6. Polarised Deep Inelastic Scattering from

Photon Targets and Axial Anomalies

6.1 Introduction

Deep inelastic scattering from photon targets reveals many novel effects in QCD'

The unpolarised photon structure function has been well studied both theoretically

and experimentally 1727, 1281. In this chapter we consider the hadronic part of the

polarised photon structure function gl(*) [129]. \Me start by considering gl(r) in a

free quark model (FQM). This is just the box calculation in chapter 4. We investigate

how the FQM compares with a QCD analysis, first carried out by Witten [130] (Witien

analysis), using the operator product expansion and the renormalisation group. The

Witten analysis introduces the contact interaction, which occurs with deep inelastic

scattering from photon targets. We then concentrate on the first moment of gl(*).

This quantity allows for a particuiarly clean discussion of the role of the axial anomaly

in polarised deep inelastic scattering. The anomaly makes a contact measurement with

the target photon. We derive an exact sum-rule for G1 : Ê d"gl(ø) for real photons

[31]. In ref. [131] a sum rule was suggested for the first moment of gl(") on the basis

of the perturbative triangle diagram in QED. The result of ref. [131] is equivalent to

applying the operator product expansion to the FQM, where the role of the strong U(1)

anomaly is ignored. Finally, we contrast the roles played by the QED and QCD axial

anomalies in polarised DIS.

The photon structure functions are observed experimentally in e* e- -+ hadrons

ll27,L32l where for example a hard photon (large Ç2) probes the quark structure of a

soft photon (P2 - 0). This is shown in Fig. 14. For any P2 of the target photon the

measured structure functions receive a contribution both from contact photon fusion

and also a hadronic piece, which is commonly associated with vector meson dominance
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(VMD) of the soft target photon. The hadronic piece scales with Q2 whilst the contact

piece behaves aslnQz as we Iet Q2 tend to oo. This was discussed by Witten [130] in the

unpolarised case. The ln Ç2 scaling behaviour mimics the free quark model prediction,

but the coefficient of the logarithm receives a finite renormalisation in QCD.

\Me now.begin our detailed discussion of the polarised photon structure function

gl(r). Experirnentally, g!(x) -uy be measured with the promised polarised e* e-

beams at SLAC.

P-
+

?r

x

Lr
e-

Figure 14. The photon structure functions are observed experirnentaily in ct e --)

hadrons rvhere for exanple a hard photon (large Q2) probes the quark structur-e of a

soft photon (P2 - 0).
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6.2 gl(") in the FYee Quark Model

In the free quark model the polarised photon structure function g1@) is calcu-

lated via the box diagrams of Fig. 6 on page 49. It is the same calculation as

A,o(r,Q2, P2,rn2) ín chapter 4 - without the infrared cut-off. Although gT@) will con-

tain the mass singularity for real photons, there is no need to worry about continuing

the quark propagator into the infra-red region kT - O in the free quark model.

We let q and p denote the probe and target photon momentum respectively. In the

usual way r¡/e define Q' : -g2, P2 : -p2 and r : Q2l2p.q is the Bjorken variable. All

the photons have transverse helicity and we antisymmetrise over left and right handed

polarisations. Finally, we Iel m be the quark mass and k is the free quark momentum

in the loop (Fig. 6). In the deep inelastic timit (Q2 )) P2,m2) we obtain

gl@) equ : eN"Ð "tlrr" -r) (r # - n ffi -,

+(1 -.rffi) (185)

Here, we have inserted a scale LP to separate out the lnQz lerun from the r dependent

scaling terms. For three flavours (u, d and s) ¡ú" Do"l: f . As we found in chapter 4,

there is an unambiguous contribution to the first moment of gl(x) (in the FQM) which

comes from a purely pointlike part of the box at very Iarge k$ - Q2. The FQM contains

a contact photon-photon interaction, which provides a local measurement of the target

photon's helicity 187]. We sha1l return to this point later when we discuss a sum rule

for gg. The higher (n ) 2) moments of gl(r) are dominated by the logarithm term in

the FQM, viz.
1

f -.-r 1/ \ a2, F, r 82Gn: J dnr"-'oT(") - ;7jirv)"r"þ (1s6)

0

In the next section we investigate what happens in QCD when we carry out a leading
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ord.er Witten analysis of the structure function of the polarised photon. We consider a

real photon target. Clearly things will not be so simpie as in the FQIVI. For example,

we expect a soft contribution to g1@) associated with vector meson dominance. The

simplest way to view this in the framework of the FQM box calculation is to modify

the soft photon vertices by a form factor (#ÐP where m2 is now some effective

(constituent) quark mass squared and þ > 0. For all positive B ow modified (soft)

sT@) will scale with Q2 at iarge 82 lß31.

6.3 gl(") in QCD : The Leading Order 'Witten Analysis

Formally, the total inclusive cross section for 1 ^f -> hadrons may be written as the

absorptive part of the forward I I scattering amplitude [134]

1
Tt ro13 : i d,r d,y ¿r"ia'x 

"iv'(u-z) 
< vaclTlj r(n)i,(o)i "(y)i BQ)llvac ) (1S7)

where j"(y) arrd j BQ) are understood to couple to the soft photons. The forward matrix

elementinequ.(187)isafunctionof sixdistances r,u,z,r-u,r-z,y-2. Itisonly

when all of these distances are small simultaneously that rvve can apply perturbative

QCD (which inciudes the lowest order box calculation). For a real photon target, we

contract equ.(187) with the target photon's polarisation vector ."(À) and consider

(188)

Since Q' - oo in deep inelastic scattering we can use the phase oscillation argument

in section 3.1 for the exponential to show that, W¡rv receives a contribution only when

12 -- 0. We can apply the operator product expansion to ir(") and jr(0). In all,

there are eight independent structure functions for the spin-one photon [135]. The

antisymmetric part of. W¡r, is described ("p to a Lorentz f.actor) by the polarised deep

W¡"u:#oo, I a, "*'' <t(p,\)lrljr(r)iu(0)llz(p,À) >
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inelastic structure function gI@), where the nfh moment of. gl(r) is defined by [129]

1

is ep\o, eorþvñp, ...pt n-, 
I a* *"-, gl(r) : TY,ce,*(e2) < t@)lolï]..r"-'lt(p) >

,'o o 
(1s9)

Here 
^9 

denotes symmetrisation ovet p,) l-I1,t...t ltn-t and e0723 : t1. The relevant twist

two operators O6,n are the hadronic operators Ol!,tn"þ^-',viz.

Of,Ftrt..u^-r - in-r S mþ.ysDþ, ...rr.-rïn, a : 0,1,..., g

Olut..u--t : !rin-' S Tr.lGuo pø1' ...Dtrn-2 GX"-'l

and also the photon operators

(1eo)

Olu;..u.-t : !¡n-z g F1þc- Apl ...Qtt^-z filtn-t (1g1)

In equ.(19 0) Dris the full gauge 
"'orru,riu,rr* 

derivative involving both both gluon and

photon fields and Tr. denotes the trace over colour indices. The O¡y,n are the same

operators which appear in deep inelastic scattering from hadronic targets; G¡r, arrd F¡r,

G¡r, and. F¡rv arethe gluon and photon fieid. tensors respectively with G¡r, anð' Ér, th"

corresponding duai tensors (ie. ê¡"r: |rrroBG"P).

As it was first pointed out by \Mitten [130], the coefficient functions of the photonic

and singlet hadronic operators will mix under the renormalisation group. The hadronic

matrix elements are of leading order o¿eED (henceforth written a) whilst the photon

operator matrix elements are O(1). Since the hadronic coefficient functions are O(1)

and the photon coefficient functions start at O(a) equ.(189) receives leading order (in

a) contributions both from the hadronic and photonic cþannels.

At leading order in o the renormalisation group equation reads (cf. section 3.3)

(# - tdDc(ff,n,ù: (# * P& - r)c(#,s,a):0 (1e2)

Here, C(#,g,a) is a column vector which runs over both the singlet and non-singlet
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hadronic coeffi.cients, as well as the coefficients for the new photonic operators. (There

is no pqons t"r* written here in the total scale derivative; it does not occur at leading

order in a.) The renormalisation group equation has the solution

( )
Cn
c.l ,#,n,4) : ? exp l';"],', ( ) (r,u(4),')

/p"
Cn
c.l

g

Yi)tff'n'*>( ) (r,u(4),')
/p-

( 1e3)

Cu
c.l

Here, 1¡7 and, Ie are the purely hadronic and photon-hadron mixing anomalous dimen-

sions respectively. The hadronic part 7¡¡ forms a 4x4 block diagonal matrix comprising

the singlet anomalous dimensions in the upper \eft 2x2 entries and the non-singlet

anomalous dimensions diagonally in the lower Åght 2x2 entries. The mixing term k is a

lx4rowvectorandisproportionaltofiy,viz. lc: -"'ffiN"llrl|,o,|,$]+O("'g')'
It is the same calculation as for llv - only with the group factors of QED instead of

eCD. The constants -ð/¡ and -l[" are number of quark flavours (:3) u,nd colours (:3),

and 
"(ß) 

: lrN ¡. The numbers in the row vector in k are the coefficients of the SU(3)

flavour decomposition of D "?, 
see equ. (27)'

In the solution to the renormalisation group equation M is the familiar hadronic

evolution coefficient

..,g2 
nr 

.luþ)M(þ ,e, d) - ? exp 
J 

o, Bfq 
(1e4)

s

The mixing term is

x(q,e,a):p'

9L

l"hr"*olo'l!,gs

(1e5)

These coefficients are read.ily evaluated by expanding ',u in terms of its eigenvalues À¡

and the correspond.ing projection matrices P¡ (viz. 7H : Ð )rPt) [9], [130]. Since
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P¿P¡ : 6¿¡P¡ this trick simplifi,es the matrix multiplication considerably. \Me find

,(#,e,a): #æ+åÐ r non - leading terms (1e6)

The mixing term X has been calculated by Witten [130] to leading order in a" (and

to next to leading ord.er by Bardeen and Buras [136]) for the unpolarised case. The

anomalous dimensions for polarised deep inelastic scattering are known only to leading

order in o". After including the effect of (leading order) renormalisation group, the

moments of gl@) are given by

1

2iS epÀo|eorþpxpþr..ptn-, I a" *"-rgl@,er)
0

: f M (9, e, a)c H*G,g(%), o) < tloTl,T 
" Pn-t (t' )lt >

-o, 
-p' p-

-r- \- (*rQ' q,a)cn,n(t,a(#),a) + c1,n(r,n(#),o)) < tlol,u;"u"-'!r\lt >, u,._, rrrl
(1e7)

Here, < llOt,nl"y ): 1 to leading order in a. After diagonalisitg 7ø, we construct

the row vector X and contract it with the hadronic coefficienls C¡y,n For the spin

dependent case (with three flavours) we obtain

*(#,e,d)C H,n(7,s,o)

|'5rrï,t,n413,' * Wr*. h 1 , (rl'")'tr-2Fo

1 (1e8)

I non - leading terms

The anomalous dimensions (7f¡)r, Olò*, OYÐ" and (1$y)n ate normalised so that

(Z),(tf ir paper) : -#o)*(Ahmed and Ross [a9]) and þo : LI - ?U ¡ The coeffi.cient

.ç _1 -0FÐ,1-0VÐ".wn- L I ôr) |

¿Po

ØFù"1Yr)" - (t#à"1Yò"
4p3

(1ee)

For n ) 2 t}¡e lnQz factor, which we observed in the FQM, reappears in the mixing

term. However, by comparison with equ.(186), we notice a finite QCD renormalisation
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'{

of the coefficient of the logarithm. This iogarithm term dominates the other (scaling)' 
.

terms in the expression for sl(r)' The C,, <llOtll 
' 

(', <llOu| >) t"'-""u'l"
\/

up to the purely photonic (hadronic) evolution respectively, which is due to the QED

(QCD) anomalous dimensions.

Now, let us consider the first moment. The only twist two operators which contribute

to Gr are the non-singlet hadronic axial vector current operators At, : Tlúr*q,

Ar,: Wt"fs*q, and. the singlet AI:|lrlu\q. There are no twist two, spin one,

gauge invariant photon or gluon operators. The operator product expansion gives us

1

c{e2): I a*n\ç,¡
0

:å 
I 
(", * å',) (' - +) *'ß"0(Q2)(' - +#=ffìJ,,,

where ia¡e¡,voBp'e"(À)e*É(À) :< l@,\lAf,lz(p, )) >.

The general form for the matrix element of the axial vector current Af, between

on-shell photon states (see Fig. 15) is given by covariance and parity. Allowing for Bose

crossing symmetrY we have

< ^((t, 
^ùlAhl'yiu, 

Àr) ): nf;,B@,-/)e"(À1)e-É(lr) (201)

where [66]

nf;,B@,-l): e,ol,(p' + t')Ak G2) +,ro,ñ' 16

1.e,rBrap'16

(uirrrou + n!ç*¡tu)

("1r"'r,,* t4r"')o-)]
(202)

and sp : (p -/)r. tt 
" 

,q* , A! and. B! are scalar form factors of the variable s2 (for real

photons: p2 : 12: 0). The forward matrix element, which is relevant to deep inelastic
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scattering, is given by

ia¡ - zAk (s2 : o¡ (203)

with Àl : lz : ). Here, we have tacitly assumed that there are no massless bosons

coupled to Aþ. This is certainly true in nature. The would-be Goldstone bosons zr0 and

4, x'hich couple to A3, arrd A8, respectively, have finite mass due to the chiral symmetry

breaking cluark mass term in the QCD Lagrangian. After T - n' mixing is allowed

for, the physical 4' also couples to ABr. However, the q' is not a would-be Goldstone

boson and lemains massive even in the chiral limit. Both the 4 and 4' corrpi" to the

singiet axial currenl A0r. (There is aiso a small contribution to the axial current matrix

elements frorn zr0 - 4 and no - rÌ' mixing.)

P
a(

+
-1 -0

Figure 15. G1 in QCD receives contributions from the photon matrix elements of

the axial-vector currents Af .

k
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Electromagnetic gauge invariance (current conservation) at the photon vertices, viz.

P" Rf,*þ : lþ Rk,p :0, (204)

leads to the identities

AkG\: *4Gr) + p2}tiz)

A*(",): *I{ir,') + Pafç"2¡

arAf,- t t t+ .zrl 3-*r.r-t (2moei1r!n> * 6*!rß x¡ffn.c.c

(205)

respectively. Since RI,B contains no massless poles lve carr drop the Bf term in equs.

(205). Clearly, AhG'- 0) :0 for each of. Ic:3,8,0. Hence, electromagnetic current

conservation and the absence of any massless bosons coupled to Af; imply the exact

(scale independent) sum-rule

Gt :0 (206)

for the real photon. We now show that this zeto cofires from the cancellation of two

matrix elements: one, which measures a purely pointlike interaction, and a hadronic

term.

Current conservation at the photon vertices also means that the form factor AkG')

contains the Adler-Bell-Jackiw axial anomaly [66]. The on-shell photon matrix element

of the anomalous divergence equation

(207)

is given by

-;sP Rlr*B : -2iAk (s2)u,opp\I' (2os)

In equ. (207) Tr" denotes the trace over colour indices and en is the quark charge matrix

There is an s2 independent contribution -T\"T:!$"fr] t" -2iAkG2), and hence l,o a¡,

from the electromagnetic topological charge density. The QED axial anomaly is manifest
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iî gl(r) as the contact (local) photon matrix element of the photonic operator #FF.
The Chern-Simons current in QED has gauge invariant forward VVA matrix elements.

Clearly

< l(p, Ðlkfl'o lr(p, À) >: let,oþp'eo e*þ (209)

vanishes if we replace one of the photon polarisation vectors by the photon momentum

po. For this reason, one can associate the contact anomaly contribution to G1 directly

with kfED. This QED anomaly contribution corresponds to the local measurement of

the target photon that we observed in the free quark model or box calculation. Since it

is gauge invariant and not sensitive to any infra-red effects in QCD, we conclude that the

QED anomaly contribution to gI@) is characterised by Iarge kl two-quark-jet events.

Following the discussion in chapter 5, there will be a (gauge-invariant) QED anomalous

contribution to all of the higher moments of gl(t). Thus, there are two spin dependent

photon distributions relevant to g!(r) : one associated with the anomaly and the other

associated with the photonic operators I|þdAh...fltt'-2fi!'-t. Beyond leading order in

a, these distributions will evolve differently under the renormalisation group.

The contact anomalous interaction contributes a total "f -?i to Gr. For the real

photon, this contribution is identically cancelled by the hadronic term associated with

the operat orc 2moQiys\ø anð, ffTr.G.é in equ.(207). If we define

ya (s2 ) e ¡,, o B 
pP l' e" (\ t) r. P (sr) : 1 I (1, À2)l2m oQil s qW @, À r ) >

N ¡xs (",)rþvdBp.lv ed(.11)e-É(À2 ) :< lQ, Àz)lN ¡ffltrG.cd@,.\r) > 
(210)

wirh p2 : 12 :0, then Xq(0) and ¡e(0) satisfy the sum-rules

(x" _xdxo) :r#uz _ 
"2d)N"

(x" + xd - zx)(q :2+G" + 
"2d - ze!)U" (211)

(x" + xd + x' + ¡i¡xeXol:z]f"l-+ 
"2d+ "?)N"
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This result (without the singlet gluon term) was first noted by Adler [122] before the

advent of QCD.

6.4 Isolating the Strong U(1) Anomaly Contribution to Ags

Early in the EMC Spin debate it was pointed out that the Chern-Simons term and

the Noether gluonic spin operator coincide in the axial gauge B+ - 0 [22,87, 107], which

is closest to the parton model (section 3.5). It was then suggested by Jaffe and Manohar

[107] that the forward matrix matrix elements of the QCD Chern-Simons current are

gauge dependent. They argued that the contribution to a given matrix element from the

non-abelian three gluon term in kfl"o might change under large gauge transformations,

which are associated with topological structure, eg. instantons [103]. Cheng and Li

[137] then proposed that the analogous quantities to ¡q(0) and ¡e(0) in the proton

might be used to define the proton's quark and gluon "spin content"; ihat is, one might

choose to define the quark and gluon parton "spin content" of the spin one photon as

Lqbr,: ftxq9) aîd ffLsLt: #xs9) respectively.

We have stressed before (in chapter 5) that the axial anomaly, which means both

kfl"o and Xe(O), has nothing to with tþe spin dependent gluon distribution Lg(r,Q2).

The anomaly is a property of the quark distribution L,q(r,Q2), which is defined by

the the target matrix elements of the local axial tensor operators 4!)l+ls(D+)"q(0).

Nevertheless, it is interesting to see whether the anomaly contribution to Ags can be

isolated in a different experiment or whethet Xq(0) and Xe(0) are each sensitive to soft

infra-red effects in QCD [107] (for example, the ratio of quark masses [28]). This problem

has been addressed by a number of authors [28, 29,738,139, 140] for the proton target.

Here we shali repeat these calculations and show how they generalise to the polarised

photon target. \Me now calculate Xq(0) and Xe(0) via the QCD effective action [115,

1161.
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In a recent paper [2S] (see also ref. [138]), Veneziano has discussed the EMC Spin

Effect from the viewpoint of the effective chiral action for QCD [115, 116]

p2 I tr? --r. 1 ^.r : fn(a t u ap u t 
) + ]n u g +u \ + ;er Qnu -t"u t 

) + fi ,1e2 +t ¡^r(u, e, B, ^t)

(212)

Here [/ : exp(2ió"Ë lpò where /o is the nonet of would-be Goldstone bosons in

QCD with perfect OZI (OZIQCD). In massless QCD the left and right handed quarks

transform independently under rotations in flavour space: Chiral SU(3)L S ^9U(3)A

is an exact global symmetry of the massless QCD Lagrangian [115]. The fields in [/

transform as

U __+ LU Rf (218)

under a general independent left L and right -R transformation in flavour space. The

chiral symmetry is manifest in Nambu-Goldstone mode; it is spontaneously broken

and the 0- meson octet are the corresponding massless Goldstone bosons. The chiral

SU(3)LS SU(3)A symmetry is explicitly broken by the finite quark masses in the QCD

Lagrangian. This leads to the finite masses of the 0- meson octet, which we cail would-

be Goidstone bosons. (They would be Goldstone bosons in the limit of zero quark

mass.) This explicit breaking of chiral symmetry is represented in the effective action

by the boson mass matrix M. It is proportional to the quark mass matrix in the QCD

Lagrangian. The mass term breaks chiral symmetry and induces mixing among lhe S"

to produce the physical bosons (n0, rl &tc).

Despite the fact that the bare QCD Lagrangian is invariant under chiral U(1)¿ ø

U(7)a, there is no would-be U(1) Goidstone boson in the hadron spectrum. The physical

,7' i, too heavy 1106] with a mass of g38 MeV; it remains massive in the chiral limit where

all the quark masses go to zero. (Note, however, lhat m2, - fr in the large I/" limit

of QCD where Zweig's rule becomes exact.) The 17' is generated in our effective theory
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by the pseudoscalar ghost field Q [28] which is associated wiih the QCD topological

current I{p. Ii mixes with ihe would-be Goldstone boson do to generate the large mass

of physical 17" viz. *", :2N¡Fr2r,(*2r,)+ quark mass terms. The interaction term

fiot([/, Q, 8,7) contains the one particle irreducible couplings of. $o to the baryon octet

B and also the Wess Zumino term [141], which describes the axial anomaly induced

decays Óo --+ 2l @: 3,8,0).

The effective action is not renormalisable [115] but it does not need to be. It

describes only the chiral symmetry properties of QCD at low momenta, where the two

derivative lçinetic energy term is a sufficient approximation to nature - i.e. where we

can neglect higher order terms in perturbation theory which need to be renormalised.

The quantities Xq(O) and ¡e(0) are calculated as follows. We first write down

the SU(3) flavour composition of the unmixed, would-be Goldstone bosons þo with

mass squarcð, ¡fo; that is, we define the pure u, d and s flavour bosons (/rr, Ó¿

and /" respectively) so that ós : l@" - óo), óa : *n@" 'f Óa - 2Ó') and

óo : ilfrfO" + óa -l ó"). The operalorc 7i'ysq, which define xq(O), couple directly

to óq (q: u,d,,s). The topological charge density ffTr.G.ê, which defines Xe(O),

couples to the ghost Q.

From the quadratic part of I we can write down the bosonic propagator matrix,

which contains off-diagonal entries due to the Q - /o coupling in the |QTr(lntl -lttUi)

term in equ.(212). We need to invert lhe 4x4 matrix

q2 - p?,

0

0

1

0

q2 - p2a

0

J2p;'

0

0

q2-p?

t/1r;t

t/2r;'

^/2r;t
,/2r;t

K-l

(214)

-1

1K

r/1P;

The propagator matrix simplifies considerably in the limit that p'", t2a <. p?, Fnz rc, or

equivalently,, *7 << ^t,m2,. Orre finds that the diagonal I - Q propagator vanishes
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at s2 :0 whilst the off-diagonal Q - óq propagators remain fi.nite. The matrix elements

Xq(0) and Xe(0) are calculated for a general DIS target ? by inserting the propagator

matrix between the initial amplitude for the operator-boson coupling and the amplitude

for the would-be Goldstone boson to couple to the target. We let g(Tq,,T) denote the

general target T - no coupling constant. For the general target, we find [28]

(215)

in the physical \irrrit m2* <<

proportional to the quark rrrass mo 1742]

For gl(r) IMe are interested in the amplitude for the two photon decays of the

would-be Goldstone bosons (no - 27). This latter amplitude is determined from the

Wess-Zumino term [141]. Hence, the QCD topological charge density contributes to as

for the photon via the decays óq - 21. The sum-rules in equ. (211) then describe the

decay rates for the unmixed would-be Goldstone bosons Ó2,Ós and /6 respectively to

two photons via the axial anomaly. For the photon target

9(To,ù: w"#"? (216)

\Me substitute these would-be Goldstone boson couplings to two photons into equ. 0

and find (in units of !) :
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(2r7)

The linear combinations of Xq(0) and ¡e(0) which couple to the axial currents Aþ

(viz. equ. (211)) are clearly independent of the quark masses. However, the individual

quantities Xq(0) and ¡s(0) possess large isospin violations for all targets. They are not

separately observable. This effect is well known for the the pion [143] and the proton

[2S, 13S].

We take TrL11 : |m¿ and, ¡úc : /ú.f : 3. In units "f + the polarised photon results

become

xe(o):1, x,(o) :å, xd|):-?, x'(o) :-? (218)

In other words, (with this choice for muf m¿) the gluon "spin content" of the polarised

spin one photon is Agr : Æ, or about 30 at realistic experimental Q2t. Clearly, this

result is nonsense and. illustrates the perils of defining "spin" in terms of these isospin

dependent quantities.

We note that each of Xq(0) and Xe(0) are scale independent. For Xq(0) this follows

because mqijsq is a dimension three operator and therefore is not renormalised. The

gluonic term ¡e(0) is relevant only to A0r. At leading order in a, any scale dependence

of øo is carried. ðompietely bv xe(0) and satisfles the relation fæoo: i1f-?rUrfixsQ).

Eiectromagnetic gauge invariance means that øs : 0 independent of scale' Thus, xsQ)

is QCD scale independent.

The electromagnetic axial anomaly contribution to the first moment of g1(r) can be

isolated exactly because the anomaly is manifest as a photon operator acting between

^2,ffid I 
"2¿*uN¡xs(o) :N"N ¡3 *, + *o

x"(o) :N"(e!- tìe\*,
xd(o) :N"("2¿ - "'"¡#!-* *o

x"(o) :N"(el - "zy*o I *T")Tnu ï rTId
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external photon states. This compares with the strong U(1) anomaly contribution to the

frrst moment of g{r) for an arbitrary (hadronic or photon) target, which is sensitive

to infra-red physics via the quark mass dependence. It is this property that makes

the polarised photon a particularly clean system in which to study the role of the axial

anomaly in polarised deep inelastic scattering. Furthermore, the polarised photon target

is accessible to experiment.

The extension of our analysis to DIS from gluonic currents in the proton is non-

trivial (at least beyond the one loop box calculation [87]). For example, we know that

gluons in the proton are off-shelI (P2 + q. This means that we cannot apply the

operator product expansion between external gluon states in the usual way, following

equs. (1S7) and (1SS). One must replace the target photon currents by gluon currents,

which carry an explicit colour label, and also insert a path ordered exponential between

the two gluon currents for gauge invariance. Applying the operator product expansion

in the pïesence of the path ordered exponential is not straight-forward and requires

an anaiysis that goes beyond the scope of this thesis. This technical point does not

apply when we consider a real (P' :0) gluon target. In this case, we can apply the

operator product expansion between asymptotic gluon states. However, real gluons are

not physical objects and are irrelevant to experiment.
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7. Conclusions and Outlook

This thesis has been about the theoretical interpretation of the EMC Spin Effect.

We have focussed on the parton model and the role of the axial anomaly in polarised

deep inelastic scattering. This work was motivated by the pioneering papers of Efremov

and Teryaev [21] and Altarelli and Ross [22] (ETAR). Our conclusions are fourfold.

1. Locality and the Parton Model in QCD

\Me have investigated gt(r) in several versions of the QCD Improved Parton Model

to check the factorisation scheme dependence of the ETAR results'

In the OPE approach to DIS the first moment of gt(r) is given entirely by the first

moment of the spin dependent quark distribution aq : [] a*nq@,Qz). This quark

distribution is defined formally by the forward proton matrix elements of the spin-odd,

local axial-tensor operators q(O)Z+Z¡( D+)2" q(0). The spin dependent gluon distribution

does not contribute to the first moment of g{r).

In the IPM, which is based entirely on the factorisation of mass singularities, one

frnds that the IPM gluon distribution does contribute to the first moment of 91(ø) - in

apparent contradiction with the OPE. One finds that (for each flavour g)

Lqopo-(Aq-€ o¿s

2tr
Lg)tpu (21e)

in the expression for the first moment of g{r). The parameter ( is factorisation scheme

dependent. We may choose to define the quark and gluon distributions at a scale

A2 < Q' u, describing all quarks and gluons with transverse momentum squared less

than Á,2 respectively. In this case, the gluon distribution is observed experimentally via

large kT > L'two quark jet events. Factorisation via the kl cut-off offers some intuitive

appeal; it leacls to a value € : 1 (which agrees with ETAR). Alternatively, one could

define the parton distributions by a cut-off on the quark virtuality 
^2 - k2 < L' < Q'.
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This corresponds to a different two quark jet definition and a different value fot {, viz.

t_ 1ç-t.

In both versions of the parton model the gluon term in the fi.rst moment is induced

by a local photon gluon interaction, which appears to generate two quark jet events with

k$ or nù2 - k2 of. order Q2. This is a new effect in the parton model. In unpolarised

DIS we flnd that the analogous quantity to { receives contributions from two quark jet

events with a range of k$ between .4,2 and Q2. This is also true for the higher moments

of g{r). \ /ith th.e fi.rst moment of g{r) the parameter { is determined only by the

maximum possible kT - Q'.

The IPM was developed with the OPE results for DIS in mind. Factorisation of

mass singularities is similar to the calculation of the Wilson coefficients in the OPE'

We would like our parton model to reproduce the rigorous OPE result that the spin

dependent gluon distribution does not contribute to the fi,rst moment of g{r). When

we applied the OPE to the spin dependent photon gluon fusion process we found that

the large kT - Q2 tenn is included in the quark distribution. It corresponds to the

two gluon matrix element of the anomalous Chern-Simons term associated with the

axial-vector current. The IPM and OPE approaches to DIS can be reconciled if we

supplement the IPM with a new locality condition. The gluon distributions are to be

defined as generating a non-local interaction between the giuon and the hard photon

in the DIS process. The quark distribution contains all partons which make a local

interaction with the photon. In this picture, the locai photon gluon interaction is a

renormalisation effect associated with the gluonic dressing of the quark partons.

2. Effects of Ag(r) in the EMC data

In section 4.5 we investigated the r dependence of the two quark jet contribution

to g1(r), which is induced by Ag(r). This gluon contribution \¡/as found to be at small

r - essentially outside the range of the EMC data. Hence, one cannot use arguments
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about Ag(r) to resoive the discrepancy between the data and the Ellis-Jaffe hypothesis.

As we showed in Fig. 11-, this conciusion holds independent of our arguments about

locality and the definition of Ag(r).

g. g(") measures a violation of ozL It has nothing to do with (cspin"

In chapter 5 we discussed the axial anomaly in polarised DIS. The fl,avour singlet

contribution to the first moment of g1(r) is given by the proton matrix element of the

gauge invariant, flavour singlet axial-vector current ,+orfu\. This composite operator

contains the strong U(1) axial anomaly, which catalyses the apparent violation of. OZI

seen in the EMC data. Thus, the EMC Spin Effect is seen to be related to the

longstanding U(1) problem of QCD.

In section 5.2 welooked at the generators of SU(2) intrinsic spin for the free fermion'

These are calculated in the fermion's rest frame via

ISk: d3r 4@)7¡'y5q(r) (220)

These operators are scale dependent in gauge-invariantly renormalised QCD. They do

not satisfy the algebra of SU(2) spin. The gauge invariant axial-vector current, and

hence g{n), has nothing to do with an intrinsic quark spin component in the proton.

4. The'polarised photon structure function gl(")

The polarised photon is an ideal physical system in which to discuss the pxial

anomaly in polarised deep inelastic scattering. Unlike the case with hadronic ta,rgets,

the anomaly makes a contact interaction with the photon target. The polarised photon

target is unique in this respect: there are no free gluon targets in nature.

We have presented a detailed analysis of the polarised real photon structure function

gI@) and. shown that there is an exact sum-rule for the first moment of gl(r); viz.

Gt :0. This zero is the sum of two well defined finite quantities. One is purely pointiike
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in origin (contact interaction) and comes from the Adler-Bell-Jackiw axial anomaly. The

other is a hadronic contribution associated with the decays of the unmixed would-be

Goldstone bosons ós, ó¿, and /¡ to two photons. The electromagnetic axial anomaly

contribution to the first moment of gl(n) can be isolated exactly because the anomaly

is manifest as a photon operator acting between external photon states. This compares

wiih the strong U(1) anomaly contribution to the first moment of g1(r) for an arbitrary

(hadronic or photon) target, which is sensitive to infra-red physics via the quark mass

dependence. It cannot be isolated in different experiments. The strong U(1) axial

anomaly means that there is no rigorous sum-rule for g{æ).

Outlook

In this thesis we have clarrified the current theoretical understanding of the EMC

Spin Effect. However, the dynamical mechanism responsible for the violations of OZI

remains a mystery. Forte and Shuryak [109] have recently tried to generalise 't Hooft's

treatment of the U(1) problem to the Spin Effect, although the U(1) problem itseif

is still a matter of some theoretical controversy [102-105]. The final resolution of the

"spin crisis" may take some time and is sure to involve interesting new ideas, perhaps

involving the confinement mechanism itself.

There are also many experimental challenges ahead with polarised DIS. In the short

term, we await the forthcoming SMC results on 9{n). The SMC [39, 47] hope to halve

the statistical errors in the EMC data. They will also measure gt(r) for the neutron

- allowing a test of the Bjorken sum-rule to within 10%. A test of the Bjorken sum-

rule is also planned at SLAC experiment, E-742 ,144]1. The HERMES collaboration at

HERA [145 ] have also planned to measure the spin dependent structure functions using

the HERA electron beam and several internal gas targets. They hope to increase the

accuracy of the EMC results on 91(r) by almost an order of magnitude.
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Appendix A : Tbace Theorems

Tr75:9

Tr1:4

Tt 1'j' - 49þ'

Tr 7þ7'75:0

Tr ltrv rP.y" : 4(gP' gPo - gþP g'o + gP" g'P)

T, 'Ys^YP^t"YP'fo :  iew'Po

Tr [odd number 7P matrices] : g

(22r)
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